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Abstract
We extend the Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin theory [1] of low and medium energy (10
- 200 MeV) nucleon-nucleus scattering to describe multi-particle emission processes.
The original FKK considered processes with only a single outgoing particle. However,
multi-particle emission processes become significant at energies as low as 50 MeV and
grow in importance at higher energies.
Besides augmenting the Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin theory by adding a description
of multi-particle processes, we have improved the theory at the low energy end (10
- 30 MeV) by uncovering a new class of multistep compound processes. We have
developed a formalism within the Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin framework to describe
these processes while retaining the elegant structure of the Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin
theory. We use this formalism to analyze the 14 MeV 93 Nb(n, n') reaction and find an
improved agreement between the theoretical prediction and the experimental data.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview of Low to Medium Energy Nuclear
Reactions
In this thesis we construct a quantum statistical theory of low to medium energy
(10-200 MeV projectile energy) nucleon-nucleus scattering. The theory we present
is based on the Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin theory (FKK) [1] of nuclear scattering,
and shares its crucial statistical assumptions and other significant features. Just like
FKK, our theory applies to pre-equilibrium processes that are nevertheless statistical
in nature.
Both theories are based on statistical assumptions and thus apply primarily to
nuclei with large atomic numbers. However, the theory has been successfully applied
to nuclei as light as carbon and oxygen. There is no upper limit of the atomic numbers
to which the theory applies; in fact, the heavier the nucleus, the more accurate the
approximations.
In order to describe how pre-equilibrium processes described by our theory relate
to other kinds of well known processes important in this energy range we sketch a
schematic cross section in this energy range in Fig 1-1.
By looking at different parts of the emission spectrum we see that low to medium
energy nuclear processes may be classified into direct, pre-equilibrium, and compound
9
processes. Even though the theory presented in this thesis applies to pre-equilibrium
processes, we give here an overview of direct and compound processes as well.
Direct processes occur at low energy transfer when the projectile excites distinct,
low-lying nuclear states of the target nucleus. These processes manifest themselves in
isolated peaks near the high end of the emission spectrum, each peak corresponding
to a particular low lying nuclear state excited in a reaction. Direct processes are
mostly single-step processes; there is only one interaction between the projectile and
the target nucleus. The reaction time is thus relatively short, on the order of the
time it takes the projectile to traverse the diameter of the nucleus (approximately
10-2 2 s). The cross-section is strongly forward peaked and shows an oscillatory be-
havior from which the quantum numbers of the excited states may be deduced. Direct
processes can be described by a Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) or by
the coupled channels formalism [27, 28].
Compound processes, in contrast to direct, occur in the smooth, low energy part of
the emission spectrum. They require many steps and consequently have much longer
interaction time (approximately 10-18s). In a compound process, the projectile is cap-
tured by the target nucleus and equilibrates with the other nucleons. Subsequently,
one or more nucleons are emitted via an evaporation-like process. Because the pro-
jectile becomes indistinguishable from the other nucleons, all information about the
initial direction is lost and the distribution of emitted particles is spherically symmet-
ric 1. Hauser- Feshbach theory is most commonly used to describe these processes
[34].
Filling the gap between the extremes of direct and compound processes are the
so called pre-equilibrzum, pre-compound, or multi-step processes. Just as their name
suggests, the final particle is emitted before the equilibrium between the projectile
and the nucleus has been established.
Pre-equilibrium processes may be further divided into two distinct categories [1]:
multi-step direct (MSD) and multi-step compound (MSC) processes. MSD and di-
1It is spherically symmetric for nucleon or proton induced reactions which are considered in this
thesis. However, for heavy ion compound processes it is only symmetric about 90°
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Figure 1-1: This figure shows crude features of cross-section vs. energy behavior for
the medium-low energy nucleon-nucleus scattering. Cross section is measured at a
fixed angle and is plotted on logarithmic scale. Different processes and regions in the
cross-section where they make a dominant contribution are noted. The energy scale
is equal to the projectile's energy.
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rect processes are closely related and have similar properties. Likewise MSC and
compound processes are similar.
A crucial difference between MSD and direct processes is that the energy trans-
ferred to the nucleus in MSD reactions is larger than that in direct reactions. Conse-
quently, the density of residual nuclear states is high nough for statistical treatment
to be appropriate. A direct consequence of applying statistical methods to MSD
processes is a smoothing of the cross-section which is now averaged over many nu-
clear states. By averaging we lose information about specific nuclear states and the
oscillatory behavior prominent in direct reactions disappears. However, the cross
section still remains forward peaked, albeit somewhat less than in the case of direct
scattering.
On the emission energy spectrum, MSD processes are important at energies im-
mediately below those of direct processes. As we move toward lower energies, I\ISC
processes grow in importance. There may be a substantial overlap between emission
spectra of MSD and MSC. As we go to even lower energies, the MSC contribution
becomes significant but is overpowered by pure compound processes at the lowest
energies.
In MSC processes the projectile is captured by the nucleus, as in compound re-
actions. However, in contrast to compound reactions, emission in MSC reactions
can occur long before equilibrium has been established. Since equilibrium is not es-
tablished at the time of emission, the emitted particle still carries some information
about the initial direction of the projectile and consequently the angular distribution
is symmetrical about 900. In addition, the outgoing particle has somewhat higher
energy than one emitted from an equilibrated nucleus. Like MSD, the treatments of
MSC processes employ statistical methods and assumptions.
FKKI assumes that different steps of a multistep process are statistically indepen-
dent. There exist two other quantum mechanical theories of pre-equilibrium, multi-
step processes: Tamura-Udagawa-Lenske (TUL) (1982) [29], and Nishioka-Weidenmuller-
Yoshida (NWY) (1988) [30] which retain correlations between successive steps. How-
ever, these theories do not show improved agreement with experimental data. Thus
12
we see no reason to introduce the additional complexity of these theories.
Even though this thesis is based on FKK in its entirety, we describe the main
features of the other two theories and their common ground with the FKK.
All three theories share the intuitive picture of the projectile interacting with
the target nucleus creating an additional particle-hole pair in each consecutive step.
Furthermore, all three theories are statistical in nature but differ in the statistical as-
sumptions and approximations they employ. Finally, all three theories derive identical
expressions for the single step scattering, and comparison of the numerical results of
the three theories has shown that all three theories give similar predictions.
Furthermore, the final form of the cross-section in the FKK theory makes it the
most attractive for generalizing to processes we consider in this thesis. This is be-
cause the FKK makes as many statistical assumptions as are allowed by the physical
processes under consideration, ensuring that the final form of the cross-section is as
simple as possible. The simple structure of the FKK is preserved in the cross-sections
obtained for the novel processes considered in this thesis.
1.2 Further Classification of Multistep Compound
and Multistep Direct Processes
MSC processes are subdivided into four distinct categories, three of which were dis-
covered as a part of this thesis research and will be described in great detail in Chapter
4. MSD processes, on the other hand, may be classified by the number of continuum
particles in the final state. These processes will be discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.
FKK, NWY, and TUL describe only those MSD processes which have a single par-
ticle in the continuum. Several other authors have described two-particle final state
scattering in the context of the FKK formalism; most notably, Ciangaru extended
the FKK formalism in a rigorous way [18] while Chadwick et al. applied phase space
arguments [33]. In this thesis we extend the formalism to include an arbitrary number
of continuum particles.
13
1.3 Practical Applications of the Feshbach-Kerman-
Koonin Calculations
FKK calculat.ons of cross-sections have been actively applied in several different areas.
In oncological studies, cross-sections of neutron scattering on carbon and oxygen
have been used in Monte-Carlo simulations of a neutron beam passing through a
human body. In nuclear reactor design, cross-sections of low-energy neutrons on lead
have been used to determine shielding requirements of reactors. Finally, proposals
for accelerator production of tritium (APT) and accelerator transmutation of waste
(ATW) rely on calculated cross-sections of low energy neutrons.
1.4 Overview of This Work
In Section 2.1 we will review FKK methods in order to present the FKK cross-section
for the MSD processes. This will be used as a springboard to derive cross-section for
two-particle MSD emission in Section 2.2, which will then be generalized to a many
particle cross-section in Section 2.3.
In Chapter 3 we will derive an FKK cross-section for generalized MSC processes,
including the infamous P - Q transitions.
Disagreement has long existed over whether the multistep direct cross section is
a convolution of DWBA matrix elements as advocated by Feshbach [16], or a convo-
lution of modified DWBA elements (intermediate steps) and a DWBA element (the
final step). In Chapter 4 we present an algorithm by which intermediate step ampli-
tude can be determined from an experimentally measured cross-section. Comparison
of the intermediate step amplitude and the final step amplitude obtained by this
algorithm reveals whether the intermediate steps are DWBA or not.
In order to extend the FKK formalism to even higher energies, in Chapter 5 we
explore connections between multistep t-matrix scattering formalism (a formalism
known to be valid at several hundred MeV) and the FKK theory.
14
Chapter 2
General Multistep Direct (MSD)
Processes
2.1 The original Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin The-
ory of MSD Reactions
2.1.1 Introduction
The Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin (FKK) statistical theory of multi-step direct (MSD)
nuclear scattering derives a quantal expression for the pre-equilibrium, multi-step
nuclear scattering cross section. Because FKK is a theory based on statistical as-
sumptions, it derives an averaged cross section which describes the global structure
of a measured cross sections but not its microstructure or contributions from non-
statistical processes such as isolated doorway states. However, because of the random
phase approximation, the cross section for non-statistical processes can be incoher-
ently added to that of statistical processes'. The most recent comprehensive review
of the Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin multistep direct reaction theory and its applications
can be found in [38].
1This is a direct consequence of the random phase approximation which will be described and
used extensively later on.
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2.1.2 Complexity of States and the Chaining Hypothesis
According to FKK, a multistep process proceeds in a sequence of two-body interac-
tions between the projectile and individual nucleons inside the target nucleus. In each
interaction, or step, the projectile excites one of the bound nucleons and by doing so
creates an particle-hole pair.
Depending on the amount of the energy deposited by the projectile in the target,
the projectile either remains an unbound continuum particle or becomes a bound
particle inside the target. If the projectile remains unbound throughout a multistep
reaction, the reaction is called a multi-step direct (MSD) reaction. If the projectile
becomes bound, even for only a single step of the process, the reaction is called
multi-step compound (MSC). In MSC processes, information about the direction
of incidence of the projectile is lost when the projectile becomes bound; thus the
corresponding angular emission distribution is symmetric about 9002.
Because the particle-hole density of states increases rapidly with the number of
excited particles and holes 3 larger number of steps in a given reaction yields more
complex nuclear states. Using this observation FKK classifies all possible nuclear con-
figurations based on their complexity, where complexity is measured by the number
of particle-hole pairs. Since a particle-hole pair is created in every step, the number
of such pairs in a given configuration is equal to the number of steps it takes to reach
that configuration.
To illustrate, consider a projectile incident on a nuclear target. Since this theory
is restricted to two-body interactions, the projectile interacts with a single nucleon in
its first step, exciting it above the Fermi level. The struck nucleon leaves a nuclear
hole in its original place. The energy lost by the projectile in the first step equals the
energy received by the struck nucleon so that energy is conserved in each and every
step.
After the first interaction in an MSD process, the nuclear configuration is desig-
nated lplh because it includes exactly one particle-hole pair. If the projectile becomes
2In fact, for all computational purposes, the MSC cross section is spherically symmetric.
3 The Williams expression for the density of states is given in Equation (2.37).
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bound after the first step, as is the case in MSC processes, the resulting configuration
would be 2plh.
In the FKK theory, the space of nuclear wave-functions spanning all configura-
tions in which the projectile remains unbound at all stages, is labeled P, and the
corresponding space for configurations in which the projectile becomes bound is la-
beled Q. These two classes of processes are treated separately. The complexity-based
classification mentioned earlier is performed for P and Q processes separately: P
space is divided into subspaces of different complexities (P1, P2, ..., P,, ... where p
is the number of particle-hole pairs) and Q space is separately divided in the same
fashion. The situation in Q-subspaces is slightly different since the captured projec-
tile brings an additional particle to the nuclear configuration. Therefore, subspace
Q, has (v + 1) particles and v holes.
Figure 2-1 shows the P and Q-chain subspaces introduced by FKK theory. Differ-
ent processes are represented by arrows connecting different subspaces. In principle,
processes can go in the direction of either increasing or decreasing complexity. Even
though it is unlikely that a process will make a step in the direction of decreasing
complexity4 , allowing this possibility is important in order to be able to factorize
propagators as shown in Appendix A. However, the phase space of a more complex
subspace is much larger and therefore the likelihood for a process to proceed to more
complex states is much larger. In the literature this is sometimes referred as the
'never come back' hypothesis and it somewhat simplifies the expression for the cross
section.
Emission to a final state may occur from any given stage as indicated by dashed
lines in Fig 2-1. In case of a Q-chain emission, the particle has to pass through one
of the neighboring P-subspaces before going into the final state.
In a single step, the number of particle-hole pairs can change by at most one. In
terms of subspace labels this means that from an arbitrary subspace P, only P,+,
P, and P_ 1 can be reached in a single step. (The same is true for the Q subspaces.)
4If the states are so complex that an equilibrium with many excited particles and holes has been
established than the likelihood of of going to a less complex stage is significant.
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final state
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Figure 2-1: Processes considered in the original FKK theory are indicated by arrows.
Q chain could be entered in the first step only (i.e. Po - Q1). For the projectile
to be emitted from the Q chain to the final state, it has to go through a P space (as
indicated by dashed lines going from Q3 to P2, P3 , and P4 ). Similarly, an emission
to the final state from a particular Pn subspace also goes through its neighboring
subspaces Pn- 1, Pn, and Pn+l
These three possibilities summarize the chaining hypothesis.
2.1.3 Partition of the Tfi-matrix into MSC and MSD parts
As described earlier, FKK divides multi step processes into two classes: multi-step di-
rect (MSD) and multi-step compound (MSC) processes, which are treated separately
due to their different statistical properties. The cross sections for these two classes
are added at the end in order to obtain the total multi-step cross section. Formally
this is done by separating the total transition matrix element into MSD and MSC
parts. Upon squaring and averaging the the total Yi matrix, the cross terms vanish,
resulting in the cross section being a sum of MSD and MSC individual cross sections.
= 7MSD + MSC (2.1)
The separation of processes in the way just described is a fundamental feature
underlying the original and all subsequent extensions of the FKK theory. The dif-
ference, however, between the original FKK and this work is that in this work many
more processes are included in both TifSD and TfM SC. It is a goal of this thesis
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to attempt to include all possible multi-step processes and thus to derive the most
general FKK cross section. The novel MSC processes we introduce in Chapter 3 are
the so-called P to Q transitions, and the new MSD processes described in Sections
2.2 and 2.3 are the multi-particle emission processes.
Omission of those processes by FKK does not diminish its significance for two
reasons: FKK does give a correct cross section for the one particle final state processes
they considered, and it gives a clear prescription on how to modify the total cross
section for any additional multi-step processes (simply add their cross section to
the total cross section). The later feature is a consequence of the main statistical
assumption of the theory, namely the random phase hypothesis (RPA), which is used
at crucial stages in the development of the formalism and is in a great way responsible
for the simple structure of the final cross sections.
A useful feature of the FKK formalism is that it remains valid whether or not
the complete set of multi-step processes has been included in calculation of the cross
section. Therefore many authors have considered only those multi-step processes
that are judged to contribute the most significant fraction of the cross section a
particular energy. For example, Ciangaru [18] applied the FKK formalism to derive
a two-particle final state cross section. To do so, he considered only those multi-step
processes in which knock-out occurs at the first step, followed by multi-step direct
scattering of either or both continuum particles. This set of multi-step processes can
be further narrowed to processes in which the projectile is emitted immediately after
the knock-out process and only the knocked-out particle undergoes MSD rescattering.
The latter process describes the data sufficiently well for small deflection angles [20].
To our knowledge, this thesis represents the first attempt to systematically include
all multi-step processes in the total FKK cross section. In doing so we have discovered
a new sub-class of MSC processes overlooked in previous analyses (already published
[21]). Also, we have obtained an expression for the many-particle final state cross
section and consequently disproved the belief expressed by Ciangaru [18] that the
FKK formalism cannot be used to describe processes with more than two particles in
the final state.
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2.1.4 Multistep Direct Formalism
In this section we will review the derivation of the cross section for the multistep direct
processes with only one particle in the continuum. Even though these processes were
analyzed in the original FKK paper [1], we will repeat the derivation in order to
illustrate the formalism that will be used when deriving the cross section for MSD
processes with more than one particle in the continuum.
One starts with the equation for the averaged P-space wavefunction PT:
(E- Hp)P = 0 (2.2)
where Hp t is the multichannel optical model Hamiltonian. One then proceeds by
separating Hp t into a diagonal component and a coupling interaction v with respect
to the set of the target nuclear states ,:
Hpt = I a) (mIHpt E I T) (p (2.3)
a 1
= EI'a)H (T, I+ E .i'')(IaIHopt E[I13 )(To1 (2.4)
cc a$/ l
- H(D) + v (2.5)
so that the solution for PI' can be written as
PD~liz () + -o~ ) ((2.6)P - -E() - H voptvq)
where (E - H(D))0i = 0. The fSD-matrix is then
fi s -_ f ) vPlfI( ) (2.7)
Vfi + (Of IVE(+)-HoptVl ) (2.8)
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where vfi = ( 0(-)lvI+)). Next, the FKK separates the 7-(MSD) into contributions
coming from different stages:
7 MSD = Vfi + r(/L)
·i vi+ fi
IL
(2.9)
where the label / represents the contribution from the P,-stage:
f= ()~f ]PfPE - optV 1' ) (2.10)
P, is a projection operator that projects onto the /Lth subspace in the P-chain,
i.e. the subspace of nuclear wavefunctions with A particle-hole pairs. Obviously,
CE P, = P. Since the wavefunctions from different subspaces are orthonormal, the
projection operators are orthogonal:
PP, = CJPS (2.11)
In terms of the projection operators, the coupling potential can be written as
v = ZE ,pP
/11/
vp p = PJvP
Next we employ the chaining hypothesis (i.e. v,, = 0 when J[L-v > 1) to factorize
the propagator in Tf( ), as shown in appendix A:
1 P
P,, E(+) - Hpt 
1
= Gp,vp_P, i-P E(+) - Hopt 
= Gp,,vp,p,,Gp,, lvp,1,p,, 2 ... Gp2vpp Gp P1 (2.13)
so that
(/') (-)lvpfpGpvpp,_ 1GP 1Vp,_p, 2,_ .. Gp2 p2p, Gp,Pv, Pi , + )) (2.14)
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(2.12)
where
Gp- E(+)-(D) (2.15)E(+ - - p+ Gp,+ ~ vp,+xp,,
Next, we define the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H -(D) p Gp+l vp+l pa
in the above propagator:
( vpp+lGplv l (+) = (2 +(+) (2.16)
Because the above Hamiltonian has an imaginary part, the eigenfunctions which
are orthonormal to those defined above satisfy
(H (D) ) P V P p,+Gp~~h 2 + e (i,D) + VP ,epp+lGP+lVPP+lp )t' ,) = (k, + P ) (+ ) (2.17)
The Green's function Gp, is then expanded in terms of the wavefunctions defined
above:
GP. dklL Pt a P,,cf (2.18)
G = I(27r) 3 E(+) Lk2 (2.18)2m 
The index a labels nuclear states with excitation energy equal to the energy trans-
ferred from the projectile to the nucleus in a single step, i.e. energy U = E - (h/2m)k 2
Throughout our derivation, unlike in the original FKK, we will continue using the
orthonormal set of wave functions lqj(+) )(. 4 l as indicated in the expansion of the
above Green's function. In the original derivation of FKK it was assumed that upon
energy averaging, the wave function ((+) I may be replaced by its biorthogonal con-
jugate ()l. This substitution increases the aesthetic appeal of the final expression
for the MSD cross section since it introduces DWBA boundary conditions into the
matrix elements, making them all DWBA. Although the need for this substitution
was advocated by Feshbach [16] it has not been generally accepted. Until the resolu-
tion of this controversy, we continue using the set of wavefunctions indicated in the
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expansion of the Green's function without assuming a particular effect of energy av-
eraging on the matrix elements. In either case, the structure of the theory presented
here will be the same; one can simply change the matrix elements to DWBA if the
substitution turns out to be justified.
We proceed to evaluate the averaged cross section for MSD processes which is
given by
daMSD(kf +- ki) 2r m (2.19)
- p(:.PC, ~ A) 12> (2.19)dEkfdQkf h hki fi 
The average of the square of the 7 /MSD = d T([) is
J(LM SDI 2) = (Z T(!L)f(i )*) (2.20)
LVu
which upon averaging and using the random phase approximation (by which all
y terms can be set to zero) becomes
(I T/MSD 12)_ (i fi)* (2.21)
= E .(( (-)Iv pp Gp.vp pp 2piGpvpl ip .5))
(c)[v-Ip, G vp ... v,_ G' v p pf 10(+))) (2.22)
For the moment we concentrate on the Po - P1 -+ P2 part of an MSD process,
from which it will be easy to construct the general expression for an arbitrary number
of steps. In other words we consider the vp2p1Gp1 vp1qli(±))(0HI)lvp G,1 v,1 p2 part of
the above equation (2.22). We begin by substituting the Green's functions (2.18) into
this part of the transition matrix element:
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Vp2plplv Pli PP 2 - (27r)3 . (2X)3
1
XVP, (k2k,) (k, k )E - (h2/2m)k 2 - £, + i l i (kl ki )
1
xia, (ki, k) E- 2/ 2)t/(k, k ) (2.23)
- /2m)k2 j &i - a
where
ai(kl, ki) = (V(+)(kl) Iv+)(ki))
V,=(k2, kl) = (I('+)(k2)lvl (+)'(ki)) (2.24)
What now follows is a sequence of random phase approximations which will be
applied to all integration and summation variables in (2.23), resulting in setting all
primed variables to their unprimed counterparts. To start out, only a = a' terms in
the sum will contribute and therefore only one summation over a remains. This sum
is then cast into an energy integral over 61
vf a(k2, kj)i(kl, ki)v* (ki, k)P)v, ((k, 2)d
I [E - /2mk + i][E - /2m)kl2 P i (a)1
(2.25)
where Plplh(1la) is the nuclear density of P1 , i.e. the density of lplh states. The
above integral can be done by assuming that the main contributions come from its
singularities. Also one needs to assume that the product of four v's in the numerator
does not vary appreciably near the singularities and can therefore be replaced by its
average value at the singularity £18 = U1 - E- 2 k2. Averaging of v's over P1 states
with energy U1 is denoted by putting angle-brackets around them, and replacing index
oa by 1 to indicate that averaging over all states in P1 has been performed:
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P(Up (k2, k)li(kl ki)D*l(ki k){v*, (k, k'2))I = (27ri) plpl1 ,(Ul) - 1 1, (2.26)h2 /(2n)(k 2 - k 2)
The contribution of the last term in the above equation can be divided into its
principal part and a d-function. Assuming slow variation of the product of four v's
when k is near k1 , the contribution to the principal part near its singularity is zero
since (k2 - k12) changes sign at k2 = k 2. Also, when k' is appreciably different from k1
the integrand vanishes by the random phase hypothesis, making the principal value
of the integral zero. The 6-function contribution is equal to
I = 27t2 plplh(U1)(vm(k2, kl)i(kl, ki);i (ki kl)v, (kl k)) s (k2 - k 2))
(2.27)
which upon inserting into (2.23) gives
vp2pGpvpxiljk/))(0q$)Jv pG* v*p 2 -= (2X3 J (2 )327 Ppl1h(U) 6 ((k- k)2 ,
I ip, Pi pi f!(27r) f dk7x) 22m
x(vp8(k2, kj)Vli(kl, ki)V* (ki, kl)Vl,(kl, k[) ) (2.28)
Next, by employing the definition of the density of states,
p(ki) J(2r) 3 9 (2m(k-k 2 ) (2.29)
and the random phase hypothesis, which in this case says that only k'1 = k1 gives
a non-zero contribution, we obtain:
PiPVPVp2 dk l 2r)3
x (V081(k2, kl)lVi(ki, ki){20V*, (ki, k)) (2.30)
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Averaging of (l(k 2, k1 )l li(kl, ki) 12ivp, (kl, k)) can be simplified if one notices
that in the next step the averaging over states in P2 will have to be performed. Since
there are many more states in P2 than in P1 , the averaging over Pi space will affect
only the inside term, i.e. lvli(k1,ki)2. Consequently, the averaging over nuclear
wavefunctions in P1 can be performed on the Ivli(kl, ki) 2 without regard to the ha6l
to the left and 5v*, to the right of it. Identical arguments will be used for for averaging
in P2 and all higher P subspaces.
The process is repeated in a completely analogous way for summations over ,
/', etc., and integrations over k2 and k, ... k, and k, after which the projectile is
emitted to the final state. However, because it is experimentally impossible to isolate
a single final state the additional averaging over final states has to be performed. Since
the final state can be in any of the Pm subspaces connected to P,, by the chaining
hypothesis, the averaging is to be done over the P,_1, P,, and P,+1 components of
the final state. The random phase hypothesis is employed in summing over the Pm,
and the MSD cross section is obtained:
m=+l dkl dk u d 1kf kvrk-()i 2 m=-l 2 (227r)3 2 r2 p(kf)] [ dU2 W dkf 
d2W (k/ -- kll) [d2W( 1 (k1 +- ki)
dUjdQj, dUjd
where
[ d2WM=)(kf J k)]= 27r m2 p (Uf)p(kf)(l (vT(-)( k)v(+( k)) 2) (2.32)
dUfdfI
[dV,-L' I = 27r2 PV(U,,)p(k,)(j(±+)(k,)lvl+) (kv-1)) 2)(2.33)
As indicated in the above equation, only the final term, (((-)(kf) jvjl(+)(k,)) 2),
has DWBA boundary conditions; all other terms have matrix elements with bound-
ary conditions dictated by those of the wavefunctions used in the expansion of the
intermediate Green's function (2.18). The fact that these are not DWBA boundary
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conditions is indicated by placing " - " over w. Evaluating the cross section is done
by inserting the above expression for the JIT7j2 into (2.19).
In the equation that follows, the single step amplitudes have been converted to
cross sections, and the integration over momenta has been changed to integration
over energy and angle. Algebraic details of these two conversions are described in
Appendix B.
Furthermore, in the following equation we have employed the spectator hypothesis,
which says that a single-step reaction at any given stage is independent of the particle-
hole configuration at that stage. This is a very reliable approximation for relatively
heavy nuclei undergoing processes including a small number of steps, which is usually
the case. The spectator hypothesis will be di- cussed in more detail in Subsection
2.2.3.
Finally, we have employed the so called never-come-back hypothesis which states
that the final state is most likely to be in the P,+-subspace, and consequently the
sum over m, in Equation (2.31) is approximated by its m = + 1 contribution.
Substitution of (2.31) into (2.19) together with the above approximations yields
the contribution of f-step processes to the total differential cross section:
d2 (I) (Ef, Qf - Eo0 , Q0) ( h2 ) /JdEEldl ... dEE, dQ,,
dQfdEf
d2a0(l)(kf k) d2a(l)(k, kl) . [d2a(l) (kl - ki) .3
dUfd ffi dUldQ dUldQ j
The single step DWBA cross section is given by
d2)(E , E 0 ) = (2+ 1)p(lp, lh, Eo-E,)(d(E ' +- E°' °)]DWBA 
(2.35)
The difference between and parallels that between w and @z in (2.32) and
(2.33). We use the Williams formula [24] for the density of states of a particle-hole
configuration, which uses the equidistant energy level approximation:
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p(lp, lh, Eo-E, I) = w(p,h,E) Rn(l) (2.36)
) 1 , (2.37)
~w(p, h, E) = p!h!(n- 1)! (E - A Ah) (2.37)
where n = p + h and the single particle spacing is g = A/13. The Pauli-blocking
factor is Aph = [p2 + h2 + p _ 3h]/4g, and the pairing energy corrections (A) of Dilg
et al. [25] are used. A Gaussian angular momentum distribution is assumed:
Rn(1) = 21+1 [ (1+1/2)2]R,() -2 3 e xp 2 ' (2.38)
with spin cut-off, _ 0.24nA2 /3 [26].
A v-step cross section can be described in a recursive way as the convolution of a
single-step and a (v - 1)-step cross section:
d2a(,)(E, Q +- Eo, RQo) m
dQdE h 47r2h2 d v-R 1 dE lEv-1
d2o(')(E, Q - Ev-1, Q_-l) d2&(v-l)(E-l, QLl - - , Eo ) (2.39)
dQdE dQV-1dE, 1
The expression for d2&(-l)(E-_'l-_-Eo'no) can easily be found by comparing equa-
tions (2.34) and (2.39).
To obtain the total MSD cross sections, individual v-step cross sections are added
together and the coupling magnitude v is determined by fitting the total MSD cross
section to experimental data.
2.2 MSD Processes with Two Continuum Particles
2.2.1 Introduction
MSD theory as formulated by FKK describes processes with one and only one con-
tinuum particle at all stages of a multistep process. This is equivalent to assuming
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that the amount of energy imparted to an individual nucleon in any given step is less
than the energy required to free a bound nucleon.
Even though the cross section for single continuum particle MSD processes is given
by the FIKK, an abbreviated derivation was presented in Section (2.1) to facilitate
the derivation of formalism for two or more continuum particles.
It has been recognized by many authors that multiple emission from pre-equilibrium
processes becomes important at projectile energies of few tens of MeV. These pro-
cesses have been described in a variety of ways, including semi-classical exciton [35]
and hybrid [36] models, and the internuclear cascade model.
Furthermore, there have been several previous attempts to generalize FKK the-
ory to describe multiple pre-equilibrium emission, most notably by Ciangaru [18] and
Chadwick et al. [33]. Ciangaru developed an FKK extension which describes two-
particle emisssion processes via an initial knock-out process. However, this formalism
stops short of describing pre-equilibrium emission of three or more particles. Chad-
wick et al. used clever application of phase space arguments to derive an expression
for two particle pre-equilibrium emission processes without introducing any quantities
not already used by ordinary FKK MSD theory.
2.2.2 The Chaining Hypothesis Revisited
The chaining hypothesis is applied to processes with more than one particle in the
continuum in the same way it was applied to processes with a single particle in the
continuum. To reiterate, P subspaces differing by at most at most a single particle hole
pair can be reached by a single step reaction. (This is a consequence of the assumption
that only one pair of nucleons interacts in each single step reaction; see discussion
in Subsection 2.1.2). Unlike before, the struck particle may receive sufficient energy
to become unbound, that is, a continuum particle. Thus, in a knock-out process
the projectile-target system changes its configuration from 1 continuum particle and
no particle-hole pairs to 2 continuum particles and 1 nuclear hole. We introduce a
superscript P(N), X denoting the number of continuum particles at th step.
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2.2.3 The Spectator Hypothesis
Like before, the effect of the spectator hypothesis is that a single step direct cross sec-
tion is independent of the stage number, or equivalently, independent of the number
of particle-hole pairs created by prior single step reactions. Obviously this approxi-
mation fails when the number of steps becomes very large (/A), but for all practical
purposes this is a very good approximation because the number of steps contributing
significantly is on the order of five steps for most processes.
The reason why the spectator hypothesis is applicable only to MSD processes is
that the time scale on which a single step direct process occurs is too short for the
transferred energy to be distributed among all existing particle-hole pairs. On the
other hand, the reaction time for MSC processes is long enough for the transferred
energy to equilibrate with all particle-hole pairs; consequently the spectator hypoth-
esis is not applicable. That is why in multistep compound processes all particles and
holes have to be taken into account.
Application of the spectator hypothesis to processes with more than one contin-
uum particle is especially beneficial in simplifying the cross section. For example, for
two continuum particles, a two step process in which each particle scatters only once
can take place in two different ways. However, by the spectator hypothesis these two
processes are identical and can be accounted for by a combinatorial factor, which in
this case is 2.
To generalize this argument consider a process with two continuum particles in
which one particle undergoes JL and the other one v single step direct scatterings. Then
there are "! different ways this process can occur, all of which are equivalent. Thus
we need to evaluate only one such process and multiply it by this combinatorial fac-
tor, as opposed to evaluating as many different processes. The computational savings
increases for greater number of steps. This approximation was not applied in the pre-
vious treatment of two continuum particle processes by Ciangaru [18], consequently
rendering the final expression cumbersome to evaluate.
In practical terms, the application of the spectator hypothesis is equivalent to
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dropping subspace indices on a single step transition amplitude (2.33) . The remain-
ing momentum indices do not matter since these momenta are integration variables.
The spectator hypothesis is a consequence of the following approximation
P(j+l)p(j+l)h(Uj+l) (j+aj (kj+1, kj)l2) P Plplh(UVj+l- Uj) (lai(kj+l, kj)l2 ) (2.40)
which says that a product of a large density P(jl)p(j+l)h(Uj+l) and a small matrix
element (I,,+, (kj+l, kj) 12) is equal to a product of a small density Plplh(Uj+ - Uj)
and a large matrix element (l,,i(kj+, kj)I2 ).
Uj = E- 2 (2.41)2m
is the total deposited energy after j steps and (Uj+l - Uj) is the amount of energy
deposited in the (j + 1) step only.
2.2.4 Various Reaction Scenarios
For the sake of a clearer exposition we will start out with the simplest multi-particle
final state process: a two-particle final state process. In such a process, the incom-
ing projectile may create the second continuum particle in its first interaction with
nucleus, or it may undergo a regular direct scattering before creating the second par-
ticle. However, the projectile is most likely to create the second free particle when its
energy is the highest, i.e. in the first step.
Let us denote the subspace in which the creation of the second continuum particle
occurs with an index v, and let us use to denote the final stage of the resid-
ual nucleon after the emission has occurred. Here v is equivalent to the number of
single-step direct processes undergone by the projectile before it creates the second
continuum particle. To interpret a properly, we recognize that with two particles in
the continuum either one of them can undergo a single step scattering and by doing
5
'Dropping' is a slight misnomer, since the amplitude at any stage is replaced with the amplitude
at the first stage. Because the amplitude is thus always the same, we can omit this index.
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so move the process from one subspace to a neighboring one. There are many ways
of reaching subspace 1u from subspace v, the number of which can be expressed by
the combinatorial factor 2(" - ).
In a general multiparticle process, when there are several continuum particles at
some arbitrary stage of a reaction, each one of the continuum particles may interact
with any of the bound nucleons. In such a reaction, a continuum particle may create
an additional unbound nucleon, or it may simply create a particle-hole pair via a
usual single-step process. Many particle processes are treated in Section 2.3.
2.2.5 Two-particle cross section
As was the case for a single particle MSD scattering, the transition matrix element
for two-particle MSD scattering is written as a sum of Tfi elements, each element
corresponding to scattering over different number of steps.
00
T ZT" (2.42)
Wavefunctions used to expand the two-particle Green's function will now have
to represent two continuum particles. We write the two particle wavefunction as a
product of two single particle wavefunctions, which in the case of two indistinguishable
nucleons would have to be properly antisymmetrized. However, we may proceed in
the derivation without concerning ourselves with antisymmetrization of wavefunctions
because effects of antisymmetrization can made invisible by assuming the v-matrix
elements are evaluated with antisymmetrized wavefunctions. In other words, whether
or not the wavefunctions are symmetrized affects only the v-matrix elements, not the
overall structure.
Gp(! = E / / dkn dKn [(k)(+)g(Kn)(+))~(t(kn)(+)~(K,)(+)[a (2.43)
n a I(2ir)3 (27r)3 E(+) - + K.)-2
In the above equation kn is the momentum of one of the two particles in the
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continuum and Kn is the momentum of the other one. Subscript n denotes a p(2)
subspace in which the sum over nuclear states denoted by a, is performed. If the two
particles in the continuum whose momenta are denoted by k, and Kn are indistin-
guishable then we cannot say which one of them is the projectile and which one is
the ejected nucleon. In cases where knock-out processes are significant, however, the
projectile's energy will usually be much higher than that of the knocked out nucleon,
so that the particle with higher energy is most likely to be the projectile.
The next step in the derivation is identical to that given by equations (2.22)
and (2.23) in derivation of single particle MSD processes. We proceed as before by
inserting the expansion of the Green's function (2.43) into Equation (2.23) as follows:
Vp(2) p(2 )GpVp(2 ) V(2)i +)) (X(+) IViG2)G) V2)p2)=
f. dkl dK1l dk' dK i
AI .1 (27r) (2) (27r)3 (2r)3
1
X O)a (k2, K12; k 1, K1) E(+) (/2m)(k + I - (KI, k; k i) (2.44)EW - (h/2m)(O + ± ) -&lc
1
xi(ki;kl, K2) E(-) - (h/2m)(k12 + K2)_ 1, a k2, K2)
where
aa(k 2, K2; ki, K1) = y(4(k 2)(+)'(K 2)(+) vl(kl)(+)I(K1)(+))
',Di(Ki, k1; ki) = (~4(kl)(+)4(K 1)(+)lvl0(ki)(+)) (2.45)
Matrix element vai(Kl,k l;ki) contains information about the bound nucleon
which is being knocked out, since this matrix element is implicitly averaged over
momenta of the bound nucleon.
By the random phase hypothesis the only non-vanishing terms in the summation
over a and a' are those for which a = a'. Therefore we replace a' with a and drop
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the summation over c'.
The remaining sum over ce can be cast into an energy integral = Sd£pll,()
where Plh(£) is density of one-hole states at energy E. The conversion to an energy
integral has to be done with an understanding that the quantities inside the sum will
be averaged over all states at a particular energy, i.e. averaged over all states that
are counted in the level density at a particular energy. Integration over energy yields:
V() p(2)P (2Gp (2ep,(2) J+))) ) p (2) p?(2,
JJ l J1 I 1 (2.46)
//(27r)3 (2)3 (2r)3 (27r)3
M (£1, kl, K1, k, K')
d1jPlh(£1e) [E(+) - (h/2n)(k 2 + K12) - £][E(-) - (h/2n)(k12 +K2) -£ 21a]
where for the sake of compactness we have used the following definition:
M(El.,k1 ,K1 ,k,K;) = vy(k2,K2;k,,K,)O~i(Ki,kl;ki)
'i.(ki; k, K ) ,,(k, K k, K * (2.47)
First we evaluate the integral over 61& in (2.46), which we denote by I:
d M(£1 , kl, K 1, k, K'1)
J _=daPlh(£1)[E(+) - (h/2m)(k + K2) _ £1a][E(-) - (h/2m)(kl2 + K 2) - a]
(2.48)
We evaluate the above integral in the complex plane by the usual residue method:
27riI = plh(U) M(U1,k ,K 1K k, K'1) (h2/2m)((k2 + K )- (kL2 + K12)) (2.49)
where
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U1 = E- --- (k + K) - Eb (2.50)2m
is the energy transferred to the nucleus in this step, and Eb is the nuclear binding
energy. Next, we apply the same arguments employed in the single particle MSD
derivation, equations (2.26) - (2.27), in order to argue that the the above integral
can be approximated by its 6-function contribution:
I = 2 p,,(Ul) M (U1, k,KI,k, K) 6 (2m[(k + K2) - (k2 + 12)] (2.51)
Substituting (2.49) into (2.46) and rewriting M in terms of v's we obtain
2 2d2 12 2Vp(2,p(2)Gp2)vp(2)il0( P1 (0( ) / IVl(2)G(2)V(2)p(2) = IJ (2.f)3 (2w)3 JJ(2X)3 (2w1)3x p(Ux) 272 6 (2- [(k + K2) - (k 2 + 12 (2.52)
Evaluating integrals over primed momenta in the above expression has to be done
with care. Because of the random phase approximation the argument of the delta
function in the above equation vanishes in two possible ways: 1) k 2 = k and K 2 =
I12, or 2) k = K 2 and K = k 2. If the two particle wave-functions are properly
symmetrized, each of the two ways will make an identical contribution, resulting in
an extra factor of two.
To avoid pitfalls leading to the spurious factor of two one converts momentum
integration from the individual momenta k1 and K 1, to the relative and the total
momentum (ql and Q1, respectively) defined as:
(mk1- MK 1) M (k - K1) (2.53)
+M 2
Q = k + K, (2.54)
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Using the above notation and the definition of the reduced mass /u = mM/(m + M) mM m/2
the delta function can be written as6 ( [(k- + ) -(k +K'12)] = ( -q 2 ) + 2(m M) Q Q)
(2.55)
When the 6-function is written in terms of q and Q it becomes more transparent
that its argument vanishes only when q = q' and Q = Q'. It makes no physical sense
to equate q and Q since they are two different physical quantities. Therefore, the
delta function will give a non-zero contribution only when q2 = q12 and Q2 = Q12, and
consequently there is no factor of two.
Furthermore, because of the random phase hypothesis the above integrand gives
a non-zero contribution only when ql = q and Q1 = Q1. When this is the case,
however, the argument of the delta function above will be zero giving a non-zero
contribution to the integral.
So, when properly evaluated, the integral in (2.52) becomes:
Vp(2) p(2) Gp2)Vp2)i i0+)(+) ikPdpK2) p(2) p(2) / / (X dkl dK 121p2(2)P; i 1 (27) 3 (27) 3
x (U ,(k2, K2; kl, K1) l[i(K1, k; ki) 12y (kl, K1; k, K2))
x 2r2 P2pl(kl, K ) Pl h(U1 ) (2.56)
The above equation is most easily understood when compared with its single con-
tinuum particle counterpart given in Equation (2.30). Instead of only one momentum
integration in (2.30), there is one momentum integration for each continuum particle.
The density of states is modified to reflect the fact that after the first step there are
two continuum particles and a lh nuclear state, as opposed to a single continuum
particle and a lplh nuclear state in (2.30).
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We proceed by evaluating the next step in the multistep reaction. If we presume
that no additional continuum particles will be created in the multi-step process under
consideration, the next step entails multiplying the above equation vp(2)p(2)Gp(2) to
the left and G v(2 )V2 (2 ) to the right. On the other hand if an additional particle
2 2 3
were to be created in the second step, then we would multiply the above equation by
(3)(3Gp(3) to the left and G (3) ,(3)() to the right. The cross sections coming from
these two different possibilities have to be incoherently added at the end. For the
sake of exposition, we proceed, evaluating the case in which no additional particles
are created, i.e. the two continuum particles undergo simple MSD scattering over the
nucleus.
Vp(2) p(2) Gp(2) Vp(2) p(2) Gp(2)Vp(2)0(+)) ((+) Iv p(2) G 2,) Vp 2)p(2)G p2( 2)Vp(2)p( 2)
E/ dk2 dK 2 dK 2 dk1 dK 1
J J(27r)3 (27r)3 J (27r)3 (27r)3 f f 27r)3 (27r)3
X P1,(U1) P2p(Ek, EK)(IVoi(K1, k; ki)l 12) (2.57)
x ,\, ' (k3, K3; k2, K) - V)- (k K ki K)
x ,(k 1, K 1; k, K)E - (h/2m)(k2 + K 2) - C, ""'(k ; k' K)
Furthermore, we do not consider processes in which the continuum particles inter-
act with each other since the probability of this is much smaller than the probability
of interacting with a bound nucleon. This approximation will hold if the number of
continuum particles is much smaller than the atomic number of the target nucleus.
The consequence of this approximation is that the matrix elements vv, (k2, K 2; kl, K 1)
can be written as a sum of the matrix elements corresponding to interactions between
each continuum particle and a bound nucleon.
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vTa(k2, K2; kl, K1) = (27r)3[vi(k 2, K2) (k1 - K1) + -va(kl,K 1) ((k 2 - K2 )]
aii(k1, K1 ; k2, K') = (2)1r3[v(k', K'2 ) 3(k1 - K1 ) + 3, (k1 , K1 ) J(k - K )]
(2.58)
Inserting the above expressions for the v-matrix elements and expanding the
Green's functions in equation (2.58), followed by a series of random phase approxima-
tions that closely parallel the derivation of the cross section for single particle MSD
processes 6 we easily obtain:
Vp(2)2(2) Gp2(2) Vp2(2) p(2) Gp (2) Vp(2)j j(+ ) V Gv(2) * 2)p(2) Gp(2, p(23 2 2 2 1 .~ ~1 I i 42 2 '3
f/~ dk2 dK2 ff dkl dK 1
(27r)3 (2 7r)3 1 (27r)3 (27r) 3
x 2 2 Plh(U1) P2p(Ek, E1)(j)ij(K,kl; ki)12)
x [ 27r2plp2h(U2) p(Ek 2)(Iv7 (k 2 , k 1l) 2) (K 2 - K1)
+272 pl,2h(U2) p(EK 2)(l[a(K 2 , K1)12) J(k2 - k)]
x 'x1 (k3, K3 ; k2 , K2)v,,(k', (k, K; k, K3 ) (2.59)
where
U 2= E - (k2 + K22)- Eb (2.60)2m
is the total energy deposited to the nucleus after the first two steps. This energy is
distributed among 1 particle and 2 holes, as is indicated by the subscript in Plp2h(U2).
6 The only application of RPA that was not already encountered in single particle MSD derivation
is toward elimination of cross terms which occur when the two v matrix elements defined in Equation
(2.58) are multiplied.
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Subsequent steps are evaluated by repeating the above process, i.e. Eq. (2.59) is
P3( (2) to the right and so forthmultiplied by vp(2)p(2)G,(2) from the left and G )vp()p(2)to the right and so forth.Contributions from various steps are added together and the resulting 1T/i\SD12 is
then used to obtain the two-particle MSD cross section:
d4aMSD(kf, Kf +- ki) 2r m I
dEkdQkdEKldQcf, h hkiTD1 (2.61)
yielding
d4UaMSD(kf, Kf +- ki)
dEk, dQkf dEf dQ x,
!_ JJ dkn dK,,
- J: J f (27r)3 (27r)3
d4w() (kf, Kf + kn, Kn)
dElf dQkf dEKj dQKl
d4&() (kl, K1 - ki)
dEk dQk, dEK, dQ2K,
dkl dK1
(27r) 3 (27r) 3
d4w(1) (k2, K2 - kl,K 1)
dEk 2 dQk2 dElK2 dQK2
(2.62)
where
d4w(1) (kj+l, Kj+l - kj, Kj)
dEkj+, dQfkj+l dEj+, dQfRj+, [ d2w(1)(kj+l - kj)(Kjl - Kj)dEkj+ dQkf2j+) (
d21(1) (Kj+l - Kj)6 (kj+l - kj)] (2.63)+ dEKj+,dQKj+,
and
d kj+l d<- kj) = 27r2p(j+l)(j+l)h(U+l) Plp(Ekj+i)(liVj+laj(kj+l ,k)l 2) (2.64)
dEkj+ dfkj+2
is a single particle single step transition amplitude. E+l is the energy
= 2m j+1 is th engy
of the continuum particles after j + 1 scatterings, and the knock-out process cross
section is:
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d4&(')(kl,K1 - ki) _ 27rm 02)dEk d dE dK Plh(Ul) P2p(Ekj+1, EKj+) (v,,i(Kl, ki)) (2.65)dEkdaikdEdK, d - t h2ki
" over a indicates that proper boundary conditions are assumed in the
matrix elements of v. For discussion on proper matrix elements see the discussion
following Equation (2.18).
The expression for the cross section can be simplified if the transition amplitude
for scattering at a stage j is approximated by the transition amplitude for scattering
at the first stage. This is equivalent to stating that the particles and holes existing
at any given stage j act as spectators, and consequently the continuum particle(s)
do not interact with them. This approximation breaks down for stages where the
number of particle-hole pairs is much greater than one or comparable to the atomic
number of a target nucleus. Fortunately, it has been shown by many authors than the
processes with increasing number of steps contribute a rapidly diminishing fraction
of the total cross section for heavy nuclei. The spectator hypothesis was discussed
Subsection 2.2.3.
In the equation below, /I denotes the total number of steps undergone by one
particle and by the other, so that + v = n is the total number of steps after the
knock-out step:
d4oMSD(kf, Kf -- ki) M M ( + )! dkl dK1
dEkfdQkfdEKfdQKf, =Ov=O A! ! (27) 3 (2r) 3
x d2w() (kf kj d2w() (Kf - K) (2.66)
dEkfdQkf dEKf dQKf
d 4() (ki, K +- ki)
dEk dQk, dEK d2K1
where
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d2w(p)(kf -- k) _ dk2 dk, [d2 w(l)(k, - k+_ )
dEkfdQkf J (27r)3 (27r)3 [ dUdQL J
d2v(_) (k_1 +- k_-2)] [d2W(1)(k2 - kl)] (2.67)
dU,,- 1dQI, 1 JdU 2 dQ 2
is the /-step transition matrix element. The expression for d 2 w()(!Kf+-K 1 ) is iden-dEKf dQKf
tical to the above if one replaces k by K and pL by v.
Finally we express the above result in terms of cross sections:
d4aMSD (kf, Kf - ki)
dEk, dQkf dE Kf dQ2K, (4 t)i M ( .+ V)! dEKEK dQ,l JdEklEkldQkl47rh2 Ai=-O --O
x d2() (kf - kl) d2 c(v) (Kf -- K1 ) (2.68)
dEkf dQkf dEKf dQKf
X d(1) (k, K 1 +-- ki)
dEkl dQk, dEK, dK,
For a detailed discussion of how to account for the change from transition prob-
ability to cross section, as well as the change of integration variables from momenta
to energy and angle, see Equation (B.3) and the paragraph following it.
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Besides the class of processes in which the second continuum particle is created
in the first step (like the one we have just developed formalism for), there is an-
other class of processes in which the second continuum particle is created after the
projectile has undergone one or more steps. In order to follow the projectile as it
undergoes conventional (i.e. a single continuum particle) multi-step scattering we
simply use the results from the original FKK theory. At the step at which the second
continuum particle is created we have to employ the formalism for the creation of
the second particle. In doing so, we must recognize that in the general expression for
the the two-particle cross section, the incident momentum of the projectile is given
by the momentum of the projectile after it has undergone the appropriate number of
direct steps. Then, the single particle cross section (2.34) for the processes preceding
creation of the second continuum particle is convoluted with the two-particle cross
section (2.68).
In such a pre-scattering scenario the projectile can undergo an arbitrary number
of direct steps denoted by A. As was the case in the original FKK theory, in order
to obtain the amplitude for such a process, one simply convolutes A single step am-
plitudes. After the projectile undergoes A conventional steps it has a momentum kx
and in the next (A + 1) step it creates the second continuum particle.
However, since the A particle-hole pairs created by the projectile are treated as
pure spectators, the two particle cross section (2.68) is a function of ki only and is
independent of the number of steps it took to create this momentum.
The momentum at which the projectile undergoes a knock-out process, i.e. k,
can be reached by any number of steps . Contributions coming from A = 1, 2, 3,...
step processes are added together, giving the FKK total MSD amplitude for a particle
with final momentum kx. We employ this observation to write the two-particle cross
section with MSD prescattering as follows.
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d4 rMSD (kf, Kf - ki)
dEkf dQk dEKI, dQf 
4n 22~ M (A + )! f
(47)2 MM ( ! v)! dEkEk'dQk JdE EK'dQK,
d2 a(t)(kf +- k') d2 a(V)(Kf - K') (2.69)
dEkf dQkf dEKf dQKf
x ( >) dEk EkdQ d4 a(l)(k', K' +- k) d2&MSD(k +- ki)
x47r2 I 4--k-k /dEk' dQk dEK'dQK', dEkdQk
We note that the sum which gave us the total MSD cross section in the above
equation was possible because there is only one continuum particle during the pre-
scattering. This is related to the fact that we cannot carry out such a summation
when there is more than one continuum particle, since then we have to consider all
possible orders in which the continuum particles can interact with the target.
Finally, to account for all possible scenarios leading to a two particle final state
we add Equations (2.69) and (2.68) to obtain
d4aMSD(kf, Kf - ki)
dEkf dQkf dEKf dQ2 f
d4a(l) (k", k' - ki)[ dEkdQkdEKdQK
( 4h2) E E 1!V! J dEkEk'dQk dEKEKdQ,
/=0 v=O
d2a0()(kf + k') d2o(")(Kf +- K') (2.70
dEkfdQkf dEKf dQK,
+ (472)JdEk Ekdk d4a(l)(k', K' +- k) d2aMSD(k - ki)h2J J ddEkdQkdEK dQK' dEkdQk 
Unlike Ciangaru [18], in deriving the above formalism we did not assume that the
knock-out collision is quasi-elastic, since the projectile energies under consideration
here (E < 100 MeV) are too low for this assumption to be valid. In other words, we
did not require the momentum of the projectile and the knocked-out nucleon to be
conserved.
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In our case the density of states of the continuum particles is a density of two-
particle states p(Ek, EK) with each particle having its energy fixed; one at Ek and
the other one at EK. This two particle density of states can be expressed in terms
of the one-particle densities of states if the energy bin (AE) is sufficiently small that
the single particle density p(E) - vE does not vary appreciable over it. Then the
number of two particle states in an energy interval p(Ek, EK)AE, turns out to be
½p(Ek)p(EK)(AE) 2 as is shown in Appendix C.
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2.3 MSD Processes with more than Two Contin-
uum Particles
In this section we will derive an expression for the cross section for processes with
three or more continuum particles in the final state. The main building block of our
formalism is the knock-out process via which all secondary continuum particles (i.e.
all but the projectile) are created.
As we know from the previous section, the first knock-out process has to be
initiated by the projectile, since it is the only continuum particle at the beginning of
any process. In a knock-out process, the projectile imparts sufficient momentum to
a bound nucleon to make it an unbound, continuum particle. Immediately after the
first knock-out process is completed, there are two continuum particles: the projectile
and the nucleon just knocked out. Either one of them may undergo additional MSD
scattering over the nucleon (as was described in the previous section), or, if they have
sufficiently high energy, create the third continuum particle via another knock-out
process. Consequently, any of the three continuum particles may, in principle, knock
out additional nucleons. However, since the projectile is likely to remain the most
energetic particle throughout the multi-step reaction, it is the most likely candidate
for creating additional continuum particles.
In order to describe regular MSD scattering that can occur between knockout
processes we use a form of the interaction potential that is completely analogous to
that used for two particles in Equation (2.58), i.e.
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Ad I _ II 
F _ _
Figure 2-2: Many particle P sub-spaces are shown. Superscript () refers to the
number of continuum particles whereas subscript () refers to the number of steps it
took to reach the subspace. They are related via the number of particles and holes
in the residual nucleus h = and p = t -1 AfJ. Only one 'dip' into the Q-chain is
allowed. 46
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Figure 2-3: This figure shows a physical interpretation of Fig. 2-2.
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I
(E(kg1) *k~)l~-1 ,E ]f[I k(k) 1- k(ral)
ji(2.71)
(2.71)
which simply says that for single-step direct processes only one of the n continuum
particles interacts with the nuclear target and the remaining (n - 1) continuum parti-
cles are unaffected by it. The above form of the interaction mirrors itself in the final
form of the many-particle cross section; it accounts for the regular MSD scatterings
in between knock-out processes as well as knock-out processes.
Part of of the aesthetic appeal and elegance of the FKK theory of nuclear scattering
lies in the fact that the expression for the cross section can always be understood
intuitively, since it -involves convolution of single-step processes making up a multi-
step process. At the end one simply adds up cross sections for all relevant multi-
step processes. However, the number of of all possible multi-step processes increases
rapidly as the number of continuum particles increases. While both two- and three-
continuum-particle final state cross sections are computationally tractable we have
attempted only the two-particle case.
The main idea underlying the expressions for n particle final state cross section is
that at some point in the multistep reaction there were only n-1 continuum particles,
any one of which could have created the nth continuum particle via the usual single-
step knock-out process. Once the nth continuum particle has been created each one
of the n may undergo subsequent conventional MSD scattering which does not involve
creation of additional continuum particles.
In the following equations, superscripts (1), (2), ..., (n) specify the final particles'
ordinal numbers. All expressions are written as convolutions of cross sections rather
than scattering amplitudes since this is more convenient from computational stand-
point. However, in all but the initial single-step cross section the inverse S matrix
squared is implicitly included to correct for the different boundary conditions of the
wave-functions in the expansion of the Green's function.
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The following equations are written in a recursive fashion, i.e. the (n)- particle
cross section is expressed in terms of the (n - 1)-particle cross section. The recur-
siveness of our results is a direct consequence of the spectator hypothesis discussed in
Section 2.2.3. This spectator hypothesis allows us to account for all different pre-final
MSD scatterings by a factor equal to the number of different ways each of n parti-
cles can undergo [(l), ,( 2), ... , (n) single step direct scatterings respectively. This is
simply a binomial factor (l)+...+p( ))!
Recursiveness is particularly useful from the computational point of view since
one can use the n-particle cross section to obtain the (n + 1)-particle cross section.
We start out with a three-particle cross section which assumes the proper boundary
conditions of the intermediate cross sections:
d60,AISD(k(l), (2), (3) - ki ) K__ m ( ,(1) + ,(2) + (3))!
(2 Jf .2f .3f
dE(l)dQ(l)dE(2)dQ(2)dE(3)dQ 4(3)
dE JE(l)dQ(l) dE(2 E(2) d J(2) dE(3)E (3)d( 3 ) dE(L)E ()dQ() E(2)E(2)dQ(2)
dE(0l) 20L dE(2d(2) 2 2 dE(3) d(3) 3f f f f f f1(3)0Ed 4u() (k(2 ),) ( 2)) d4 ')(kl(), k(3) - k(1)) dEX)d)dEzJd~)6(k(1) - (1)) + - - - J
dEy2)dQ (2dE3)dQ dE(l)dQ(l)dE 3)dQ( 
d4aMSD (k(l) k (2) -( ki) 1 
' dEx1) dQ(1) dldE(2)d ) z- (.2
The above cross section can be generalized to an arbitrary number of particles in
the final state,
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d(2n)OMSD(k0) . k(n) - ki)
dE(1)d (1) ... d(n)d ()f f f
_ (42) (2n-1)
4X2) /L(1)! . . . (n)!
/ dE()E()dQ(1) .'.. / dE(n)Ey(n)dQ(n)n dE(1)E()d'(l))
[ d2a( '))(k) k )) . [d2a(f("))(k)+ k-))
dE(l')dQ(l) dE()d( ) 
L f J f 
[d4a(l)(kl), k(n) - k()) 5(k(2) k(2)).
dEyl)dQ(l)d(n)dQ( y.
d4a()(k(n - 1),k(n) -- k(n-1)
dE(l)dQ()dE(3)d(3 ) Y
d(2n-2),MSD (k(l) ... (n-- ) - ki)
L - dEldQ .X .dE(n-l)dQ (n-1)
,(k(n-)- k(n-)) .. .
- k)) ... J(k(n-2) - k(
(2.73)
In order to simplify the above expression it is convenient to define the following
quantity equal to the particle creation part of the above equation:
d(2n) ()(k(),..., k(n) - k(), . . ., k(n-1) )
dE(1)dQ(9 .,. dE (n)d (n) ·
d40(1) (), k(n) k()) ))
X c5 (k) -
dE47() dQX(i) dE (3) d(3) Y
'wlil~~ (J6 y>6
... (k (n-) - kn-l)) + ...
)) ... 6(k(n-2) _-k(n-2))}2.74)
This quantity describes a single step process taking the scattering system from
(n - 1) continuum particles to n continuum particles via a single knock-out process.
Upon utilizing the above definition, the recursion relation becomes
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jL(1) ... A~n)=o
ld~ln-a~n-~,n-1)
d(2n),MSD(k(l) , k(n) ki)
dE(1)dQ(1) .. dE(n)d(n)f f f 
(/(l) + ... + 8(n))!
/L(1) ! ... /(n)!
= m 2n-1
rh.2)
f dEy()El)dQ(l) f dE(n)dQ(n) f dE(L')E(')d(l)
x da( ')(kf() -k ))] .. d2((n)) (k(n) - k(n))
dE(n) d(n)dVf f I
''' dE '(n-1) E'(n-1)dQ(n-1)
(2.75)
d(2) (1) (k(),...k) kl),.k(n)) [d(2n-2) rMSD(k(1),. ., k(n-l  +- ki)1
dE(1)dQ(1 .. dE(n)dQ (n) dEl)'(5dQ(1) ... dE(nl-)dQ(-) 
d4aMSD (k(l),k2) -ki)
Finally, we note that the bottom element in the recursion series, dEP()dP()dE(2)d(2)
is given by Equation (2.70).
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Chapter 3
General Multistep Compound
(MSC) Processes
3.1 Introduction
The multistep theory of nuclear reactions presented in Ref. [1] (FKK) has been ap-
plied to a wide variety of neutron- and proton-induced reactions for incident energies
up to 250 MeV. For reviews see Refs. [2, 3]. FKK showed that the quantum statis-
tics of multistep processes involving quasi-bound and unbound particle-hole states
differ, and separated pre-equilibrium processes into two categories: multistep com-
pound (MSC), which occurs when a chain of quasi-bound (Q) states is excited; and
multistep direct MSD, which occurs when a chain of states always involving at least
one unbound particle (P) is excited. This sharp separation into bound and unbound
chains seemed somewhat artificial, and resulted in some criticisms of the theory, even
though other quantum theories of multistep processes published after FKK also re-
lied on this distinction. However, Nishioka, Weidenmuller, and Yoshida [4] considered
the influence of MSD on transmission coefficients into the Q-chain in their multistep
theory. Formal expressions were given, but no calculations were performed because
of numerical difficulties in computing multistep processes in their theory.
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The importance of transitions from the P to Q chains was first noted in FKK
analyses of the emission spectra in 14 MeV neutron-induced reactions [5]. These
processes were found to be necessary in order to obtain the correct magnitude of MSC
emission. Subsequently, Ref. [6] analyzed neutron reactions on niobium between 14
and 26 MeV and showed that an accurate description of experimental emission spectra
and angular distributions required the inclusion of P--Q transitions. Marcinkowski
et al. [7, 8] also analyzed experimental emission spectra for a range of target nuclei in
20 MeV neutron-induced reactions, and emphasized the need for a gradual absorption
into the compound chain. A number of other recent analyses of data have included
these mechanisms [9, 10]. All these approaches estimated the strength of crossover
transitions from a phenomenological phase-space model, considering the densities of
P and Q states [6, 7, 8]. While such estimates were checked against the experimentally
observed partitioning of MSC and MSD and found to be rather reliable [6], there is
a need to justify P-+Q transitions theoretically. Following the work of Nishioka et
al., Sato and Yoshida [11] recently investigated the influence of the imaginary part of
the optical potential on transitions into the compound chain. Their results supported
the predictions based upon phase-space linking, though there were indications that
it might overestimate the effect. In this chapter we remove the approximation in the
FKK derivation which led to the sharp separation of MSC and MSD, and we show how
our new derivation naturally incorporates processes linking these two preequilibrium
chains.
3.2 Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin Theory
Depending on the amount of the energy transferred to the target by the projectile,
the projectile either remains an unbound continuum particle or becomes a bound
particle inside the target. In the former case, the nuclear configuration after the first
interaction is one particle-hole pair or (lplh), and in the latter it is 2plh.
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Figure 3-1: Novel MSC processes considered in this chapter are indicated by arrows
from P to Q subspaces. For clarity we do not show emission from Q subspaces; the
emission from Q subspaces is depicted in Fig. 2-1.
According to the original FKK, the first interaction is the only time the projectile
can become bound, and if it does so it will remain bound until it is ejected to the
final, outgoing state. Likewise, if it is still unbound after the first interaction it will
remain unbound for the rest of the process.
By restricting itself to only this set of processes, the FKK theory omits processes
in which the projectile becomes bound after undergoing one or more P chain inter-
actions. These processes and others will be discussed in great detail later on.
3.3 MSC processes
Just like in the original FKK formulation, we begin our exposition with an expression
for the MSC process 7' matrix, originally derived by Kawai, Kerman and McVoy
[12]. (An insightfull and systematic derivation of this equation was done by Feshbach
[23].)
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Figure 3-2: Diagrammatic representation of the four MSC processes. FKK originally
considered only 7- processes.
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Po .. P.
TQP
Po *.....
Q1
Po .....
Q1
Sfi - (f PQ E 1 VQp I l)' ) (3.1)
where
hQQ = HQQ + VQE(+) Hopt (3.2)E(+) - Hopt
VPQ = HpQiI/(E - HQQ + iI) (3.3)
and I is the energy averaging interval. T(+) is the distorted wave solutions of
(E - Hopt) I+ )) - 0 with the outgoing boundary condition. As was done in [1], Hopt
will be separated into its diagonal and off-diagonal components Ht = H(D + v so
that
=1 E(C)- H0 )(3.4)
+) -- +)+ E(+) - Hopt
In the FKK paper the above wave function I4+)) was approximated by the first
term i.e. (+)) k J + )) and likewise for ().
We remove this approximation by inserting the complete expressions for the wave
functions I[¢(+)) and (I(-)is into (3.1). By doing so we obtain three novel terms in
addition to the term that was presented in the original FKK.
=fmic - + 7+ (3.5)whSC f +i f + efi fi
where
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T7-- ( - EIVP - hQ Q VQPIq)) (3.6)
1PQ  Q 1 
T f VQ P vice +) (3.7)7'Q = E - hQQ E- Hopt
TQP - QV 1 VPQ 1 VQP +)) (3.8)E - Hopt E - hQQ
TPQP (- q v-)Iv .H- QE - hQQ1V 1 VQP V + )) (3.9)\f E - Hpt VQE - hQQ E -- Hpt
Only the first term in the expression (3.5), T7, was analyzed in the original FKIK
theory (where it was denoted by fSC, and the other terms were omitted. 7T de-
scribes a class of processes in which the projectile enters the Q chain via Po-+Q1
transition, undergoes an arbitrary number of steps in the Q chain before being emit-
ted. The second term, TPQ, describes a class of processes in which the projectile
undergoes a number of P chain scatterings before entering the Q chain. The third
term describes processes in which a projectile undergoes P chain steps after exiting
the Q chain. Finally, the last term describes a process in which the projectile un-
dergoes a number of P chain reactions before entering and after exiting the Q chain.
Obviously, the common thread to processes described by all four terms is that the
projectile enters the Q-chain. These processes are classed within MSC since the ran-
dom phase approximation ensures that they yield angular distributions symmetric
about 900 (once excitations take place in the Q-chain the "memory" of the initial
projectile direction is always lost). Figure 3-2 shows a schematic representation of
the four MSC types, with definitions of our labelings of P and Q stages.
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To obtain the average of -MSCf-CMSC* which is needed to obtain the cross section,
we expand each of the four terms as a summation over the number of preequilibrium
steps the excited nucleus undergoes before emission. For the processes originally
considered by FKK, this entails summing over n, the number of steps in the Q chain,
but for the new processes it brings in additional summations over the P-stage from
which the Q-space is entered () and the P-stage from which emission finally occurs
(A), see Fig. 3-2. Cross terms (e.g. (PQ7*)) vanish due to the random phase
hypothesis, yielding
r r r r(7ISC>2) = (l-Q 12) + 2(7 12) (IP 12) + (I) ± L n 12), (3.10)
n=1 /in nA pn)
where
(\)fIPfQn E VQ1Poki(+)) (3.11)
inQ = (5(-}iVpfQ E Qv. Eppo$ 0+) (3.12)
1-)V VQP Io(+)) (313)
1 phQ ,E__ 1 V 1
nX = (0(WI)pfpA E_ VP hQ VQmPp VpOp0 +)) (3.14)E - Hopt E hQ)
7A ? I VPP P, - Q - t v~P ' I (3.14)
The meaning of the indices in the above equation is shown in Fig. 3-2. Letter r
labels the equilibrium stage and for all practical purposes can be considered to be
infinite.
To illustrate, 7PXP describes a process in which the projectile undergoes t MSD-
type scatterings before entering the Qm subspace (where m = , i ± 1 by chaining),
follows the MSC Q-chain until the Q, subspace, returns to the P, subspace (where
v = n, n ± 1 by chaining), undergoes more MSD-type rescatterings and is finally
emitted from the PA subspace.
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Obviously, T7vP may be viewed as a 1u = 1 case of PP, TP may be viewed as
a A = 0 case of 7PQP, and finally T7 may be viewed as a b = A = 0 case of PP.
Propagators in Equation (3.14) will all be factorized as shown in Appendix A. To
demonstrate, the PP is factorized as follows
7PQ (f k|vPf PA GVPAPA,1 .. VPQnGQn VnQn I
... GQmVQ pGp, GplPp, p, I+)). (3.15)
In deriving expressions for MSC emission, for simplicity we follow the original
FKK paper in assuming spin zero projectile, ejectile and target (Ref. [2] shows how
non-zero spins can be included). Also, a variety of numerical MSC calculations have
shown that the MSC spectrum is very nearly isotropic for nucleon-induced reactions
[6] at the energies we consider here, and therefore we shall present results only for the
angle-integrated spectrum. From the above expressions for the fluctuating transition
matrix we obtain the cross section for MSC emission as
3.4 TQ processes
In this section we will review the derivation of the cross section for the MSC processes
that were considered in the original FKK, i.e. processes included in the TQ part of
the T7JSC. In these processes, the incoming particle immediately enters Q-chain via
a Pi - Q1 transition, undergoes damping along the Q chain and is emitted from the
Q-chain without further rescattering in the P-chain.
By reviewing the derivation of these processes, we will introduce the formalism and
methodology necessary to derive cross sections of more complex processes described
by TPQ, TQ P , and T P QP in later sections.
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As was done in deriving the cross section for the MSD processes, 'T is expressed as
a sum of contributions coming from different Q sub-spaces. In the following equation
Q, is a subspace from which the final particle is emitted to the final state as indicated
in Fig. 3-2.
r
7-Q = E r(3.16)
n=l
where
7;? = (0(-'IVPfQ, Qnl ,) (3.17)
= (b~_)[VpfQnQn E 1 VQpokb}+)) (3.18)
-P- hQQ
We factorize the propagator as follows:
1 1
Qn Q1 - GQnVQnQn-lQn- Q1 (3.19)
E- hQQ E- hQQ
Next we employ a well known expression for QIl(+)), a simple derivation of which
can be found in [23], Chapter III Equation (2.30)1:
QI+)) = 1 VQ1Po()) (3.20)E- hQQ
Multiplying the above equation by Qn from the left we get:
QnlI(+)) = Qn 1 VQlPo IX) ) (3.21)E - hQQ
We employ the chaining expression (3.19) together with 3.20 to rewrite the above
equation as:
'The only reason the following expression is employed is to compactify the following derivation.
The standard factorization of propagators that was used in the MSD derivation and presented in
Appendix A would also work.
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QnI(+)) = GQVQ,Q._ 1Qn-l i ) ) (3.22)
We see that the continuation of the Q-chain is contained in Qn-_ ll + ) ) of the
above expression.
As shown in Appendix A, the intermediate Green's function GQn has the following
form:
1
GQ - hQ - (3.23)
E hQ - VQQ.+lGQ+l Qn+lQn(323
Consequently, the above Green's function is expanded in terms of a complete set
of eigen-functions:
(hQn + VQnQn+lGQn+lVQn+lQn)[Qa) = £Qn..tlQ,.) (3.24)
where £Qn, is a complex number if Gn+1 is not Hermitian:
Qna EQn 42" (3.25)
2
In terms of the above eigenfunctions GQ. is expanded as follows:
GQn = E Qa)( l (3.26)E - Q~.
The energy dependence of the propagator GQ,, given by the term VQnQ,,+ GQ+1 VQn+lQn,
has to be smooth enough for averaging to be possible. To investigate the energy de-
pendence of this term we expand the GQn+1 in a complete set of Qn+l eigenfunctions:
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1
VQnQn+GQn+1VQn+lQn = EVQnQn+I 4Qn+1la)E Q ( Qn+ la IVQ n+ Qn (3.27)
Since EQ = EQni the energy dependance of VQnQn+lGQn+lVQn+lQn i
smooth over energy variations of the size of rQn+1,. Therefore if there are many Qn
states inside the energy interval rQn+1 then we can energy average GQ,, knowing
that VQnQn+1 GQn+1 VQn+Q, does not have a rapid energy dependence in the averaging
region. The requirement that there be many Qn states in the energy region rn+l,+ is
equivalent to the statement:
rQn+1 > DQn (3.28)
where DQn = /pqn is the spacing of energy levels in Q,. We proceed by inserting
the Green's function expansion (3.26) in the expression for TQ in Equation (3.18).
Q-(E( )E E (=Q na nQn--, (Q ->1 )) (3.29)
and proceed to evaluate the average of I17 /2:
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(I fi2) > (ZTQit*) (3.30)
nn,L
-Z(7 T *) (3.31)
n
- ((O( )VPQn fQfna) E - ( QnaVQn,Qn-l( i)
(17 Q1 2) = V E-a 2 12 1 J(OEJQVnQn- l@(4))I2) (3.33)
a
The summation over a is then transformed into an energy integral over (E -
W/2, E + W/2) where W (Qn > DQ) to assure that many (overlapping) res-
onances are included in the summation. Conversion from summation to integration
introduces an additional factor of energy density of states which is simply the inverse
of level spacing in Qn, PQn = /DQn.
= fE+W/2 1dE2 PQnQn)2 PQnl)
EWV/, IE - , Qn-VQnQn 
(3.34)
As was the case in the MSD derivation, the integration over energy in the above
expression is done assuming that the energy variation of (()VpQIQ)2 is suf-
ficiently smooth that it may be replaced by its average value in the integration re-
gion. The average is evaluated with respect to Qn states Qn" in the energy region
(E - W/2, E + W/2). Thus, the integration is performed over the denominator only
and the numerator is replaced by its average over the integration region:
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1jIE- Qn.12
En.+W/2 PQndE
JEn-W/2 (E - EQ)2 + (rQ./2)2
2 x=w/rQn
= 2D arctan(z) z=_w/rQnQn DQ. (In
2r
rQn DQ
The above integral was evaluated in the limit W > rFQ which is necessary for
averaging to take place. In the above integral rQ is, rigorously speaking, a function
of energy rQ, (E) but over the region of integration it may be replaced by its average
value which we simply denote as En. Thus, Equation (3.34) can be recast as:
(1T' 2) = (3.36)rf) ((0QnaQnQn-__i ) 2)
rn; Dn
where
r(f ) = 2r( (I(- )VPQ. Qn)|) (3.37)
is the escape width averaged over Qn states included in summation over a. One
then uses chaining hypothesis (3.22) to express Qn-1_I'F(+)) in terms of Qn-21z( +))
and the process is repeated:
( 12) n (E I( Q n VQnQn-1 PQn-1/) IE _I 2 [ (Qn-1/VQn-1Qn-2 + )2)rn P IE - EQn-(f)
(3.38)
By performing energy integration and employing all assumptions as in the previous
step we obtain
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(3.35)
(7"Q2) = r)r.n_, -VQ-1Q-2 (3.39)
rn rn-1 Dn-1
where
r' (1i = 27r - , _,~~,,_,p>12> (3.40)n- Dn (Qn Qn"Q-1'Qn-))
is referred to as the spreading width and is averaged over labels a and . The
above procedure is iterated until reaching the incoming wave-function. The final
expression can be written as:
(f7l2) = 1(7 2 )
n=1
1 pt(ft ) -' r i 2 F1 (i)
- 27r2 _ n k [ikJ D 1 (3.41)
where
ri) - 2r(l(IQl,VQ,P o$+)) 12) (3.42)
The final expression for the cross section is obtained by using the following form
of the cross section:
d(crQ) d() _47r3)
dUThe above xpression for the cross section in terms of 2, unlike the equivalent
The above expression for the cross section in terms of 1142, unlike the equivalent
expression that was used in the MSD formalism Equation (2.19), assumes that the
wave-functions are normalized to the square-root of state density, i.e. T"* = p. Upon
summing over n we get:
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d(oQ)
dU
ir r n1 "(r"L(u))2n=1 r- .n=1 v=n-1 1
2?rrl (i)
D1 (3.44)
where the escape width describing emission via the P, channel in the above equa-
tion is given by
rP(U) = 27r (I(Xv)f VPvQnIQ.)1) (3.45)
The average in the above equation is to be taken over wave-functions in Qn and
PI.
3.5 7P Q processes
To evaluate the cross section for processes whose Tfi-matrix elements are given by
(3.12) we factorize the P-space propagator in (3.12) as follows:
1
PE() - Hpt 1
1
= GPPrP_P,-1E(+) - HptP
= vp,, Gpp,_v: ,  _p, .. p Gp,,+2 p+2p,+ Gp
G = 1
E(+) - H(D - p+ Gp+1V 1
The wavefunctions in which the above propagator will be expanded are given by:
(H(D) + vpp+lGp,+vp+pl.p ") = ( k2 + £pa) IFp )
Similarly, we factorize the Q chain propagator as follows:
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where
(3.46)
(3.47)
(3.48)
"i=1rkr 
Q7 E 1 Q  = GQQ,,+VQn,Qn GQ,, VQn-_,Qn-2 ''. GQ,,,+2Q,, +2,Q,+I GQ,. (3.49)
Instead of considering the most general formula, we shall evaluate the simplest
P -- Q transition process, Po P1 -4 Q2 P3 - emission, from which the general
case can be induced. The T]? matrix element for this process is
7TiQ = pVPpQvQ2VQp, G Vpilbl + ) ) (3.50)
where the Green's functions are then decomposed in terms of the corresponding
eigenfunctions as follows:
EGp, dklT(+) \,I
Gp = aJ (27r)3 E(+) 2J2 Pl
GQ2 E I QPT(+) l (3.1)
GQ2 = Q Q2,' (3.51)
P E - Q2
The process described by (3.50) turns out to be a very important one because it
provides a mechanism by which Q1 is bypassed. As is known from extensive numerical
applications of FKK, most of the MSC preequilibrium emission comes from Q1 and
consequently if Q1 is bypassed the MSC emission will be diminished. This is a welcome
development because the theory overpredicts the MSC emission if only 7S are taken
into account, as can be seen in Figures (3-4) and (3-5).
We proceed by taking the square of (3.50) and expanding the Green's functions
of the resulting expression as in (3.51):
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GQ, VQ 2P1 G 1 VP1 i I 5$) (~$+) IVp1G, VG*1 Q2 G*2 J fdk 1 dk
'cQ2 (2j)3 (2)3
1 1
X E £Q2 v(Q2, kl) E(+) - (h/2m)k - p,, i(kki)
xvia, (ki, k) E(-) -(h/2m)k 2 P 1i (kl, Q2) , (3.52)EH)- (h/2m)kj2 -Tpi E - CQ2P'
where
,Oai(kl,ki) = ({+)(kl)jvlj(+)(k)) (3.53)
Vpa(Q 2 , kl) = (TQ2P|V|(+)(k 1)) (3.54)
a and f3 in the above equation label nuclear states in P1 and Q2, respectively.
Integrations over intermediate momenta kl, k, and summations over a, a' in
(3.52) are dealt with identically as in derivation of the MSD cross section (Equations
(2.23)- (2.30)). First, the RPA hypothesis is used to reduce the double summation
over a and a' to a single summation over a. Then, the summation over a is translated
into an energy integral and all other steps used in derivation of MSD are repeated to
obtain:
p(Gp~vpjjO~+) (~+)jv G* , G
GQ V G i +)) (+) I G VQ2 Q2
dkx 1 1E J d1 1 - 1(Q2, kj),Vl*(kl, Q2)
'-'I (27r) E- la' ) ( Q2) E 2'
x 2r 2plplh (Ul)p(kl) 1lvii (kl, ki) 12 (3.55)
By comparing the above equation with (2.33) we can see that the bottom line of
the equation above is equivalent to the single step direct amplitude. Employing this
observation together with elimination of summation over 3' via RPA, we obtain:
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GQ2 VQ2p 1 GP 1 Vp1 i 5+$))( ( j)v 1'i G, P1 VA1Q2 G 2 -
dkl IVpl(Q2, k)l 2d2w(l)(kl -- ki) 3)(27r)3 E - Q 2, 2 dEdQl
Then we perform the summation over . This summation can be performed in
the same way as in the case of 7f processes (see equations (3.33)-(3.35) and the
surrounding discussion) to obtain:
GQ 2 VQ2P 1 G P1 VP1 6 -+))() 2VP, GP1 V 1Q2 G k2
dk1 ?7rF()1 [d2 W(l)(k +- ki) (3.57)
(27r)3 D 1 [ dEdQ 1 J
We can see that the above expression is simply a convolution of a single step direct
amplitude and a strength function for entering Q2 subspace from P1. The difference
between the above strength function and the one in (3.42) is that the incoming mo-
mentum here is kl, not ki, as indicated by its superscript " (1) ". Furthermore kl
is an integration variable and a reflection of the fact that the projectile may lose an
arbitrary amount of energy in the direct step prior to entering Q chain. Thus the
following definition of the strength function for entering Q2 with momentum ki seems
natural:
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27r(i)
2 -= D GQ2 VQp 1Gp1VP1i I ) () IvP1 GVQ * (3.58)
dkl 27rr, d (3.59)
= f 2dkl 2,1i [d2W(1l) k +l ki)] (359)
(2r)3 D1 dEldQ 
We generalize the above expression to an arbitrary number of P chain scatterings
before entering the Q chain. In what follows, P, is the P subspace from which Qm =
Q,+l is entered. The ensuing expression for the corresponding strength function is
then
27rr (i, dk dk, , 27rr l(,) [d2 ()(k +_ k,_l)1
OD(27) 3 (2r) r) D1 dUdQ J
(3.60)d27(l) (k  - k. 2)] rd2 (l)(k . ki) (dU,_ldQ_ J dUldQl J
The multistep compound scattering which occurs after the Q, stage is identical to
that already described in derivation of pure MSC processes, described in Section 3.4.
Consequently we can employ the cross section for fQ processes, Equation (3.44), to
describe the Q-chain damping and the emission part of a Tf Qj process.
In order to obtain the cross section for T/fQ processes, we add contributions coming
from P to Q transitions at all 2 possible stages (i.e. contributions from P1 -+ Q2, P2 -4
Q3, etc. transitions). This, however, can be accomplished by a simple modification
of the expression for pure MSC processes (3.44). Subscript 1 of the initial strength
function in (3.44) is replaced by i so that the new strength function is now given by
(3.60):
2rrl (i) 27r (3.61)
(3.61)1 D,
Furthermore, the product of depletion factors has to be modified so that the first
subspace in the Q-chain cascade is Qu,:
2Po to Q1 transition process is not included in this summation; it is accounted for in Tf
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[ Nh' J] 4[1i kJ] (3.62)
so that the cross section for processes described by y]~Q is obtained by adding
contributions from all /'s:
d( PQ) 7r (r,(u)>) [i- r1 2rr 7(i)
dU = 2 r L - F [14 k J D,1 (3.63)i =2 n=- =n-1 k= 
3.6 TQP processes
As was done in derivation of the cross section for T PQ processes, we will utilize the
cross section for T Q processes (3.44) to describe the Po-+Q1 entry into the Q chain
and the subsequent Q chain cascade.
From the last subspace in the Q chain cascade, Q, the particle returns to the P
chain3 at P, and undergoes additional MSD scattering along the P-chain until the P,
subspace. The final state is to be projected out of the three P subspaces connected
to Pi via the chaining hypothesis. The projection of the final state, as well as all
other aspects of treating the P-chain cascade are the same as that for the usual MSD
processes.
Now we have all the necessary ingredients to write the cross section for processes
described by fiP:
d(aQp) Ir r n+i r ri) 2rrl()
dU Uk2 rP7 rk Di (3.64)n=l v=n-l=v+l n kl D1
where
3 The transition from Qn to P,, v = n - 1, n, n + 1 is simply an escape width (3.45).
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rft(Uf ) A dk [d2w()(kf + kx) [d2 ( 1)(kA +- k -l)nv $ )(27r)3 (27r)3 [ dUfdQf J dUxdQAx
d27(l)(k,+2 k,+l) [d21(l)(k+, k) (E (3.65)
x dU +2+dQ 1 (En) (3.65)
is the modified escape width.
To make the final expression (3.64) resemble the original FKK expression even
more we define a new Pr, which accounts for all possible rescattering down the P
chain,
r
rt = E rt (3.66)
A=V
In effect this simply hides the summation over A in (3.69).
Summation over A can be caried out as follows:
mt C WE dE [dwMSD(Ef E,,)) (3.67)
47-2h2 dEf
In the above equation we have made explicit use of the fact that the emission
width is spherically symmetric for all practical purposes.
3.7 TP QP processes
Having found cross sections for the two simpler classes of processes TPQ and yTQP,
given by (3.63) and (3.64) respectively, we can induce the cross section for TP Q P
processes.
For the ']PQP processes both the entrance strength function and the escape width
have to be modified to account for P chain scattering before entering and after exiting
the Q-chain:
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d(o P QP) n+l ( r (U)) i' r1U 27rr(i)
=U ZZEE  kr,$nlvA• l P )) kJ A, ) (3.68)i =2 n= v=n-1A=v+ rn k=,r DA
3.8 Summary of the MSC Theoretical Results
To obtain the total MSC cross section we add the cross section for Tfi, T/fQ, 7f P
and TPQP processes given by (3.44), (3.63), (3.64) and (3.68):
d(sc) = 7rA2 (2J + 1) 
J ti=1 n=L v=n-1 XA=v I 'nJ Lk_, kJ D
(3.69)
where U is the residual nucleus energy, J is the composite nucleus angular momen-
tum, I is the emitted particle angular momentum, (rtJX t(U)) is the emission width of
stage n, and rnJ is the total width of stage n. The quantity in the square brackets
is the depletion factor, which accounts for flux lost to emission from previous stages,
and 27rPr/Du () is the strength function for entrance into Q-space from stage .
This equation looks very similar to that of FKK (see, for instance, Eq. (3.41)
in Ref. [1]). But in addition to the sum over preequilibrium stages n, v already
present in the FKK equation, there are summations over: (1) [p, the initial Q-stage
entered; (2) A, the final P-stage from which emission occurs. Physically, initial MSD
scatterings in P-space are included via the strength function, which is defined for each
stage of entrance into Q-space (see below). Likewise, subsequent MSD scatterings are
included within the definitions of the emission rates, which include the label A (see
below). In the special case of =O and A=v, Eq. (3.69) reduces to the original FKK
Eq. (3.41) [1], while the other terms in the summations account for linking between
MSC and MSD. The above equation is a generalization of the expression given in the
appendix of Marcinkowski et al.'s paper [8].
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As in the original FKK paper, the random phase approximation results in a co-
herence only between continuum particles with the same direction, resulting in the
well-known convolution structure of multistep transitions in the P-chain. This en-
ables the strength function for a given stage to be expressed as a convolution of
1-step MSD probabilities, finally folded into the entrance strength function. Thus,
the th entrance strength function, which describes P-+Q processes, is given by
2rr,(i) dk dk dk 2rr1l(") d2 ( (k u k,_)
DI (2r) 3 (2X) 3 D1 dU,dQ,
'd2 V(1)(k_l kL-2) [d2w(1)(kl - k
x dU_ldl J dUd , (3.70)
where the terms in the square brackets are exactly the same 1-step probabilities
that are used in the MSD theory. Likewise, we describe transitions in P-space that
can follow MSC emission as
rt dkx . dk [ d2W(1)(kf +- k) [d2 (1)l(kx v kX-l)
nJ - (2) 3 (2) 3 dUfdQf J [ dU dQA
Xd2(l)(k+2 kl) [d2 ?()(k,,+l f - k) ]PlE (3.71)
[ d dUv+2dQv+2 J dU,++l rnJ(E) (3.71)
where nJ (EV) is the width for immediate emission. Our numerical calculations
of additional rescatterings in P-space after emission using Eq. (3.71) indicate that
they are of minor importance. But as we shall show below, P--Q transitions [from
Eq. (3.60)] can be very significant. The entrance function 27rrl/D1 was calculated
microscopically using the approach of Bonetti et al. [2], using constant wavefunctions
[1].
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In summary, we have generalized the FKK theory to include a linking of the P
and Q chains which results in three new types of MSC emission. Our work provides
a theoretical basis for the presence of processes usually described in the literature
by the phase-space model [6]. Without this linking, the FKK theory overestimates
preequilibrium emission. Our theory gives an improved description of measurements,
but there is still some excess compared to experimental data. Further improvement
may be obtained with more sophisticated calculations.
3.9 Applications and Numerical Results
3.9.1 Converting Amplitudes to Cross Sections
It is computationally advantageous to express a transition probability d()(kE-ki) in
terms of a corresponding single step cross section:
d2w(l)(ki +- ki) Trh2ki d2 (1)(E1,21 - Ei,Qo)
dEldQl m dEldQ 
which upon substitution into (3.59) and conversion of integration variables from
momentum to energy gives:
27rr2() Mc2+f d2f(l) (El, Q,- vEjQo) 27rr, (1)D2 4r2(hc)2IJ dEl E, fdQ d~ldE1 - (3.73)
D2 4,r (iC) 2 dZldEj D1
The strength function for a transition at a later stage is given by:
2wFr (j) = c 4ff dEE [d d2al( (El, 1 - Ei o)2rn- L (3.74)
Dn- 47r2(hc)2 ddldE 1 Dn-1
The angular integral can be done to reduce the above convolution expression to:
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27rr, (i)
Dn
in2( )2 E , [ (')(E - E)
47r2(hc) 2 IdE 1 E1 dE J
3.9.2 The Initial Strength Function
Finally we define the initial strength function
= (27r) 2 w(2, 1, Ei) [(2
QJia
xF(Q)Rl(j3) (
Q + 1)(2j3 + 1)
0
j3 
0 0
F(Q) = (2ji
jl ,j2
+ 1)Rl (jl) (2j2 + 1)Rl (j2 )
(
2
ji
0
i2 Q
O O
(3.77)
Rl(jl) is the Gaussian angular momentum distribution (2.38) and w(p, h, E) is
the particle-hole density of states given by Williams formula (2.37).
For the overlap integral II, we used the FKK prescription [1]:
1 4r3V 2k mT1
2r h2A (3.78)
where T is a transition coefficient at a particular energy.
We adjusted V so that the sum of cross sections for all possible P-+Q transitions
adds up to the total multistep compound cross section MSC = R - UMSD
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_27rr,,-,(1)
Dn-1 (3.75)
2irF1 (i)
D1
where
(3.76)
7r 27rra (i)Z (21 + 1) z = a(Ei) - MSD (3.79)
I n=l n
3.9.3 Numerical Results
We apply our linked MSD-MSC formalism to describe 14 MeV neutron inelastic scat-
tering on niobium, which has become a test-case in the literature for theoretical
analyses. The computational approach and input parameters described in Ref. [6]
were used in the FKK-GNASH code system [6, 13] to obtain the cross sections.
Unlike Ref. [6] which estimated the crossover transitions using phase space argu-
ments, we explicitly calculate them with Eqs. (3.60,3.71). Also, when calculating the
multistep processes we use modified DWBA matrix elements, which we denote as
"MDW" (sometimes called "non-normal" DWBA in the literature). The MDW ma-
trix elements differ from their corresponding normal DWBA matrix elements by an
inverse S-matrix factor. They use the boundary conditions that naturally appear in
the complete set of states inserted in the evaluation of the intermediate state optical
Green's function, and have been advocated by Kawai and others, and noted recently
in Koning and Akkerman's derivation [14].
The residual nucleon-nucleon interaction strength VOMsD (which affects the magni-
tude of MSD emission as well as the multistep P-space transitions involved in P-+Q
processes) is treated as a parameter in the theory. We obtained V0 MsD=36 MeV by
fitting the MSD emission cross section extracted from experimental data [6]. The
interaction strength for MSC processes, which enters the overlap integral in the en-
trance strength function, was obtained from unitarity since the total P-+Q flux equals
the reaction minus the MSD cross section.
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Figure 3-3: Fraction of reaction flux entering the Q-chain at stage m.
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In Fig. 3-3 we show our results for the P-+Q flux into the compound chain at the
various stages m. For comparison we also show the phenomenological phase-space
model [6, 8] results. R denotes the fraction of the reaction cross section that enters
the compound chain at stage m.
It is evident that P-+Q transitions beyond the initial Po-4Q1 are significant and
absorption into the compound chain is a gradual process. Even though the phase-
space estimate does not agree exactly with our theoretical calculations, there is a
qualitative agreement in so far as both predict a gradual absorption. Our calculation
of the initial Po-+Q1 flux is about twice that predicted by the phase-space model,
and in good accord with the results of Sato and Yoshida [11]. Our theory predicts an
increasing importance of P-+Q crossover transitions with increasing incident energy.
Indeed, when the incident energy exceeds the sum of the Fermi and binding energies,
absorption into the compound chain always take place after a number of P-space
transitions.
The angle-integrated emission spectrum from our linked MSD-MSC theory in the
14 MeV 93Nb(n, n') reaction is shown in Fig.3-4. The contributions of MSC, MSD,
and Hauser-Feshbach processes are indicated. Given that the complete spectrum,
and the MSD-MSC linking, is obtained quantum mechanically without any param-
eter adjustment, the theory describes the measurements rather well. If the theory
predicted an even slower absorption into the compound chain the high-energy MSC
emission would be further reduced, improving the agreement with data in the 7-10
MeV range. This is because the dominant contribution to MSC comes from the first
2plh stage (Q1), and bypassing this stage reduces MSC emission. For comparison,
we show in Fig. 3-5 the spectrum when the MSD-MSC linking is achieved using the
phenomenological phase space model [8], with the MDW prescription for MSD emis-
sion. This model predicts an even smaller MSC emission (due to the large amount of
P-+Q transitions as shown in Fig.3-3) and describes the data well.
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Figure 3-4: Linked MSD-MSC theory compared with angle-integrated 14 MeV
93Nb(n, n') data of Pavlik et al. [15] The labels 1,2,3 on the MSD and MSC curves
describe contributions from the different preequilibrium stages P1, P2, P3 and Q1,
Q2, Q3 respectively.
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Figure 3-5: Linked MSD-MSC theory compared with angle-integrated 14 MeV 93 Nb
(n, n') data of Pavlik et al. [15]. Results obtained with the present theory are shown
for both the modified DWBA (MDW) and normal DWBA boundary conditions. Also
shown is the result obtained with the phenomenological phase-space model. With
increased linking between the P and Q chains, the initial MSC Q-stage tends to be
bypassed and MSC emission decreases.
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For comparison we also performed the linked MSD-MSC theory calculations us-
ing the prescription proposed by Feshbach [16] which uses normal DWBA matrix
elements in the multistep calculations. But we found that this approach provides a
negligibly small amount of P-+Q transitions (since multistep processes in the P-chain
are significantly smaller here) and results in a preequilibrium emission spectrum that
largely overpredicts experiment (see Fig. 3-5). Further details of our experience in
using MDW and normal DWBA are given in Ref. [17]. Marcinkowski's article [8]
concluded by highlighting one issue - why should the multistep processes involved
in P--Q transitions be significant if the multistep contributions to MSD emission
are very small? Our work addresses this question. We only find significant P-+Q
transitions beyond the initial Po0 -Q 1 when the multistep MSD contributions are also
significant, i.e. when MDW is used.
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Chapter 4
Finding a Single-step cross section
by Deconvolution
4.1 Introduction
Disagreement has long existed over whether the multistep direct cross section (2.34)
is a convolution of DWBA matrix elements as advocated by Feshbach [16], or a
convolution of modified DWBA elements (intermediate steps) and a DWBA element
(the final step) as advocated by Kerman [39]. In this chapter we will describe how
intermediate single step cross section can be found by fitting the total MSD cross
section to experimental data . Comparison of the intermediate step amplitude and
the final step amplitude obtained by this algorithm reveals whether the intermediate
steps are DWBA or not.
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Since the MSD cross section is a sum of convolutions of single-step direct cross
sections, the problem of finding a single step cross section is highly nonlinear and
non-local. It is non-local because the value of the single-step cross section for a pair
of incoming and outgoing momenta affects the total MSD cross section at every other
pair of incoming and outgoing momenta.
4.2 Formalism
For simplicity, we will represent cross sections simply as a(kOut,kin) and will drop
numerical constants. To start out, we assume that only the last cross section in
the convolution, a(l)(kf, k,), has the DWBA boundary conditions. Single step cross
sections with modified DWBA matrix elements have been denoted by a
Thus we write the total MSD cross section as
aMSD(kf, ki) dkA ...dkl a(l)(kf, k l) (1)(k._l,k_2) ... (1) (kl, ki)
- E a(") (4.1)(4.1)
For future purposes we also define the following quantity
aMSD(kf, ki) = J dk ... dkl (1) (kf, k,) (l) (k, 1, k, 2) ... (1) (k1, ki)
= E (l- ) (4.2)
We will show how a single-step cross section can be found by fitting theoretical
aMSD to an experimentally measured exp. The numerical method we employ is a
derivative of the so called imaginary time method in which equations are solved by
minimizing a certain quantity. Usually one minimizes the total energy of the system,
but in this case we will be minimizing the X2 defined as:
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X2 / dkfdki ( (kf k) _ aexp(kf, ki))2 (43)
XIdkf dki ID(aA ( k, ki)
where A(kf, ki) is experimental uncertainty of creXPfor a particular initial ki and fi-
nal kf momenta. The X2 is then varied with respect to (1)(kout, kin) and (i)(kot, kin)
where kout and kin represent the point in phase-space at which (l) or () is varied.
In the imaginary-time method, we start out by setting the initial single step cross
sections to arbitrary functions a(1) (kout, kin)t=o and (l) (kout, kin)t=o. The single step
cross sections are iteratively updated as follows:
6X2
a(l)(koutki)t+6t = a(1)(koutkin)t - o()(kout, kin) (4.4)
6X2(l)(kout, kin)t+6t = ()(kout,kin)t - 55(i)(ko t k ) (4.5)
where St is the iteration period. In practice, t is assigned the largest value that
still makes this method give a convergent solution. Choosing t in such a manner
minimizes the amount of computation required.
Next we show how to evaluate and Functional differen-Next we sho  how to evaluate )(kt,kin) a )(kout,kjn)
tiation with respect to a(1)(kout, kin) is carried out utilizing
a() (k'.t, kn ) I( 1)(k0 t~k = (kout- kout) (ki - kin) (4.6)soa()(kt, kin)that
so that
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= zdkdki(aMS (kf, ki) - aexp(kf, ki)) 
Jf dk ... dkl (kf - kout) 6(k - kin) (l1)(k,, k,-l) ...
*· -5(1) (kl, ki) (4.7)
Next, we perform integration over dk, and employ the definition of &MSD(kin, ki)
in (4.2) to rewrite the above equation as
5x2 2 f dk (aMSD (kf, ki) _- exp(kf, ki))
2 d (kf, ki) (4.8)
x[ 6(kf - kout) 6(kin - ki) + (kf - kut)&MSD(kin, ki)]
Finally we perform the integration over dkf yielding
=2 fdki( MSD (kout, ki) - exp (kout, ki))
A(kout, ki)
x [ J(kin - ki)
Next, we perform the differentiation procedure with respect to (1)(kout, kin)
(aMSD(kf, ki) _ aeXp(kf, ki)) 
A(kf, ki) u=
EJ d .. dkk k, ... dkdl a(1)(kf, k,) &(1)(kA, k,-1) --
v=l
·.. a(l) (kv+l, k) (k - kout) (kv_l - kin) a(l)(kV-l, k-2) · · ·
(4.10)
Integration over dk1 and dk_l1 is carried out to yield:
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+ aMSD(kin, ki)] (4.9)
= 21
JX2
6u(I) (k..t, kin)
JX 2
Ju(' (k,.t, kin)
JaM (k..t, kin)
... &(1) (ki, ki)
X2 - 2 fdkdk MSD(kf, ki) _ aep(kf, ki)) 
J&(')(kout, kin) I (k ki) E=
E J dk d'" - .dk+l dk -dkl a(l)(kf, kA) &(1)(kA, k _l) ...
v=l
· (l)(k+l,kout) (1)(kin, k_2) ... a(l)(kl,ki) (4.11)
Finally we employ the definitions of 3.MSD(kin, ki) and aMSD(kin, ki) in (4.2) and
(4.1), respectively so that summations in the above equation are hidden inside those
definitions.
(k, k = 2 dkfdk (oMSD (kf, ki) - exP(kf, ki))
J&(1) (kout, kin) = 2Jdkfdk A(kf, ki)
[ MSD(kf, kt) 5(ki. - ki) + MSD(kf, k,,t) aMSD(ki, ki)]
= 2 dkfdk o Ms (kf, ki) exp(kf, ki))
/ A (kf, ki)
UAMSD(kf, kout)[ (kin - ki) + &MSD(kin, ki)] (4.12)
4.3 Evaluation of Convolution Integrals
Next we show how to evaluate the aMSD(kout, kin) and &MSD(kout,kin). First we
rewrite a(") and &(i-1) in (4.1) and (4.2) in a recursive fashion
r(A) (kA,ki) = I dku- a(1)(k,l k,-1) '-l(ku,-1,ki) (4.13)
(u-")(k_l, ki) = Jdk_ 2 a(')(kl 1, ,k_ 2) "-2 (kA_2,ki) (4.14)
The advantage of writing a(A) and (u -1) in a recursive way is that one has to
deal with only one integration over intermediate momenta at a time. In what follows
we will describe how to perform the integration over intermediate momenta for (A) .
The integration involved in evaluating () is completely identical.
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To perform the above integration we transform variables from momenta to energy
and angles.
(")(E., t Ei) = JdE_d cos _ldo,_1
x v(') [E., , v E,_1, ,_1, 01_1]
xa(-l)[E,-1, -_1, 0-1 +- Ei] (4.15)
where Eg, 0, and 0b~ are energy and angles of a particle's direction after /p-th
scattering in the coordinate system whose z-axis is fixed by the initial direction of
the projectile. However, since a single step cross section is a function of the angle
between the incoming and outgoing angles for each step, it is useful to rewrite the
above equation in terms of relative angles denoted by primed variables:
()(El, - Ei) = JdE,ldcos 0r_ dOl
IL
xo( [E, 0;(,, -,_1, C,-1) E1]
x• (-1)[E,_1 _1 -l Ei] (4.16)
Relative angles denoted by prime have been written as functions of angles in the
fixed frame. In the last line of the above equation we have taken advantage of the
freedom to fix the azimuthal angle as 0,, = 0.
The relative angle can be found in terms of absolute angles by application of the
cosine theorem. We are looking for the angle between two unit vectors defined by
their Cartesian coordinates in the frame whose z-axis is given by the direction of the
projectile:
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= (sin,,-lcos,- , sint,_-lsin,_-l, cos_-1)
= (sin cos ,,, 0, cos ,,) (4.17)
We can find the cosine of the relative angle between any two vectors by taking a
dot product between them.
n * /-1 = cos9 (4.18)
so that the cosine of the angle between .- 1 and Qr, cos, is given by
cos O, = sin 0r,_1 sin 0,, cos 5, + cos -_l cos (4.19)
Thus we have defined all elements necessary to perform numerical computation of
a single step scattering based on experimentally observed cross section. The general-
ization to multi particle processes is straight forward and we plan to implement it in
the near future. 1
1We have applied our deconvolution program on a 1-dimensional test problem and were able to
satisfactorily find a single step cross section from the multi-step cross section.
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Chapter 5
Multistep Distorted Wave Impulse
Approximation
5.1 Introduction
In an attempt to extend the FKK theory and the work in this thesis to higher energies
we show how the optical potential v-matrix elements p,(k', k) = (4(+)(k'[lvl(+)(k))
that enter the calculation of the MSD cross sections can be expressed in terms of
t-matrix elements. The structure of the MSD cross sections remains intact. We use
only the first order optical potential formalism in calculation of the v-matrix elements
in terms of transition matrix. Multistep t-matrix formalism is known to successfully
describe nucleon-nucleus scattering at energies of several hundreds MeV [22].
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5.2 Establishing a Connection
A simple way to find the optical potential for the FKK multi-step direct scattering
appropriate at energies of a few hundred MeV is to exploit a well known result of
the formalism developed by Kerman, McManus, and Thaler [22] which relates optical
potential to the averaged nucleon-nucleon t-matrix. The averaged nucleon-nucleon
t-matrix accounts for the fact that the bound nucleon is in the nuclear medium. For
simplicity, in the following expression we write only the first order optical potential
although the optical potential has been evaluated to the second order in t in [22]:
A 1
v(1) (I 'lsti(E)lo) 4-+ (5.1)
t=1
where ti(E) is a transition matrix element for scattering of the projectile over
the i-th bound nucleon and (Il and I'o) are the final and the initial target nucleus
wavefunctions. For the processes we will consider, 1l0) is always the ground nuclear
state and (f I is either a particle-hole or a single hole nuclear state. Which of the
two possibilities for ([fl occurs depends on the amount of energy deposited by the
projectile nucleon.
At sufficiently high energies ti(E) can be approximated by the free nucleon-nucleon
transition matrix tr(CeE) which neglects the fact that the bound nucleon is in the
nuclear medium. This approximation is called the Distorted Wave Impulse Approx-
imation or DWIA. A computational advantage of using DWIA is that tfre(E) does
not require averaging over nuclear configurations, which was so crucial in determining
the MSD single step cross section (2.33). The averaging over nuclear configurations
is not necessary in DWIA because the free(E) is, by definition, independent of the
nuclear configuration.
Upon inserting nuclear wave functions and rearranging integrals we simplify the
expression for v(1) at a more innocent looking expression:
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V(1) _ ,A dP1 dP2 dpi di dPAi=1 21r3 27X3 27 3 27r3 27 3
'iplh(P1 P2, -, P PA)(PIlti(E) Pi)
·(o(P1, P2,. ,Pi, ... , PA) (5.2)
-= / Qfo(pt, p) (p'lt(E) Ip) 2dp 2dp (53)
where in the last equation we made the following substitution:
/I AC I dpl dp ddPi- dpi+l dpAQfo(p, p) = E=l I 27r 23 2r 3 27r3 273
'Iplh (Pl, P2,..., Pi-1, P, Pi+i- PA)
o (Pl, P2, ... , Pi-1, P, Pi+1 ... PA) (5.4)
If v(1) is identified as the off-diagonal part v of the optical Hamiltonian Hopt =
H(D) + v (2.5) which was used in the FKK multi-step direct formalism, then we can
employ the above formulae to rewrite the FKK MSD cross section in terms of the
t-matrix. Since the potential v of the FKK formalism appears only in combinations
of the form (i(k')(+)IvlT(k)( + )) 1, we evaluate v) in momentum representation:
(k'lv( )lk) - J Qfi(p', p)(k', p'lt(E)Ik, p) 2dp' (5.5)
The above expression can be further simplified if we assume that the total mo-
mentum is conserved. Conservation of momentum is an approximation because the
residual nucleus may take some momentum.
1 Reminder: i(k')andxF(k) are the optical wave-functions used in the expansion of the Green's
function for a P1 subspace Equation (2.16)
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(k', p'lt(E)lk, p) = (27r3)6(k' + p' - k - p)t(k', k; p; E).
Of course, the above expression is only valid for a scattering in which the target
nucleon remains bound after scattering with the projectile. If a bound nucleon is
knocked-out after scattering with the projectile, the above equations will be modified
in the same way the FKK theory was modified to describe a two-particle final state.
We have shown in Chapter 2 that the cross section for a knockout-process in the FKK
formalism is a convolution of the terms of the form ((k')(+)iJ(p')(+)lvlT(k)(+)) or
(k', p'lvlk) in a momentum representation:
(k' p'jv(1)jk) = 2 Qfi(p)(k, pt (E) Ik, p) (5.7)
(k', p'lt(E)lk, p) = 6(k' + p' - k - p)t(k', k; p; E) (5.8)
where
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(5.6)
Qfi(P) - |P dp p dpj- 1dpj+l dpAQ2fj(p) = 2I.a -- ra ... 27ra 2~.s ... 2~.s (5.9)
,3 2r3 r 3 27r3 2i3 27 3
Ih (P1, P2, .. P-, Pj+ ... PA) (5.10)
·(o(Pl, P2, ..., Pj-1, P, Pj+1 .PA) (5.11)
5.3 Summary
We have described a simple prescription for evaluating the optical potential (v) ma-
trix elements in terms of nucleon-nucleon t-matrix elements. This prescription raises
the upper energy limit of applicability of the MSD scattering formalism because the
multiple t-matrix scattering describes nuclear data very well in the energy region
above that of FKIK applicability [22]. We have evaluated the optical potential matrix
elements to the first order only, although it is straightforward to carry the computa-
tion to the second and the third order optical potentials which have been evaluated
in terms of multiple t-matrix scattering.
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Appendix A
Factorization of Green Function
using the Chaining Hypothesis
In this section we will show how the full propagator 1/(E( +) - Hopt) is factorized into
P-chain propagators, each one representing a step in the P-chain. We consider the
full propagator projected by P, from the left and Pi from the right:
Pi, 1 P.
- Hopt
Hopt
= PPi = ,
= H(D) + V (A.1)
First we multiply g - 1/(E( +) - Hpt) by E(+) - H(D) - v to get
(E(+) -- H(D) - )g = 1 (A.2)
Multiplying by P. from the left and Pi from the right and inserting the full set of
projectors v, P = 1 in between we get:
P(E( +) - H(D) - v) PGPi = 0
V.
(A.3)
Next we employ the chaining hypothesis which says that P,,vP, 0 only when
= /i, 1 to get
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(E(+) - H(D))_ = v,_ll + v,#+l±+l (A.4)
We start our factorization PM which is sufficiently complex that the transition
to the more complex spaces can be neglected, i.e. PM+1PM = 0. Then the above
equation reads:
(E(+) H(D))gM = VM,M-iGM-1
from which follows
gM = GMVM,M-_IgM-
where
1
GM = E(+) - H(D)
Employing equation (A.4) for u = M - 1 we get
(E(+) - H(D))gM-1 = VM-1,M-2gM-2 + VM-1,MgM
and employing equation (A.6) we get:
(E(+) - H(D) - VM_iMGMVM,M)gM_ 1 = VM-1,M-2SM-2
or
gM-1 = GMVM-1,M-2gM-2
where
1
E(+) - H(D) - VM-1,MGMVM,M-1
By mathematical induction we get
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(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)
(A.8)
(A.9)
(A.10)
(A.11)
where
(A.12)
g E(+)= -H(D)- l,G,G '-- (+) - H(D) - v-.GAvAy-1 (A.13)
By reiterating (A.12) and replacing Pi by Pv for generality we get the form of the
factorized propagator we will employ frequently:
1
gPP. pHE(+) - Hopt 
= Gp,Vp,,p,_1 5p,_lp,
(A.14)
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=Gp,,vp,.,p,,,Gp,,vp,-l,p, 
-2 ... Gp,,+2 V,,+2,+,Gp,,
Appendix B
Derivation of multiplicative
constant in the final expression for
the FKK MSD cross section (2.34)
In this appendix it will be explained how multiplicative constants and state densities
are grouped together to obtain the final expression for the MSD cross section (2.34).
The multiplicative constants and state densities that enter the expression for the
MSD cross section (2.34) are:
1. [2- k p(kf)] from the expression for the MSD cross section
da 27r m p(kf2 (B.1)
d = * k Ip(kf) f (B
2. [2,2 i(kf)] from the final term in the MSD convolution expression for 17f(i')12
(2.31).
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I)2 f dk l ___ [ 1 d2l, (kf +- k)
P-2 - (2w)3 (2r)3 2ir2 p(kf) dUfdQf- k)
d2Wj( ) (ka k1) ([d2(l)(kl i)-dXud~ k,l-) . . l' ki ) (B.2)dUdR, dU[dQ1
This factor appears because integration is carried over intermediate momenta
kl, k,, but not over kf. It can now be easily seen that when IHT!L) 12 in (B.2)
is inserted in the expression for the MSD cross section (B.1) the density of states
p(kf) is cancelled.
We then multiply terms described in 1. and 2. to obtain ;. This constant is
then grouped with the initial amplitude in the convolution d2 ()(k+-ki) converting itdE1dQ1
into a cross section.
d2a(1)(El, Q +- E, 20) m d2(l)(kl +- ki)
~~~~~~= ~(B.3)
dEldQ 1 7rh2ki dEldl2 1
Even though d2al)(EQ'-E'2o) above it has units of cross section, the matrix-elementsdE 1dQ 1
are not DWBA as is indicated by placing - over . Only the last amplitude in the
convolution, d2w2',)' (kf-k) has DWBA matrix elements even though it does notdUfdnf
have units of cross section.
The above relationship between a single step direct cross section and a single
step scattering amplitude (B.3) can be used to express the MSD cross section as a
convolution of cross sections rather than amplitudes. The transition from amplitudes
to cross sections is generally accompanied by changing the convolution integration
variables from momenta to energies and angles. Consequently there are two factors to
consider here: [_2k ] coming from conversion of single step amplitude to cross section,
and [(2)3 - dEldQ2] which replaces (2k)3a. Multiplying these factors together and
utilizing h2 k 2 = 2mE1 to express momentum k in terms of E1 yields fE as the
total conversion factor, so that
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dk1
J (2ir)3
' d2z() (k2 +- k1 ) d 2 a()(kl <- ki)
dU2dQ 2 dU1drQ J
m42h2 J EdEjdQ [d2 a(1)(k2 +-
47r2h2 I/Edl~ dU2dQ2
Of course this factor can be inserted for every integration over intermediate vari-
ables so that the MSD cross section can be written as a convolution of single-step
cross sections:
d2 U(p) (Ef, Qf E0, Q0)
dQfdEf
mI (
= (472h2) J E,,dE,1 dQ, * f EldEjldf
d2Cr()(kf - k,) i [d2a(l)(k, + k<-l)
dUfdQ [ dUdQ, J
[d2a(l) (kl +- ki) 1
L dUjdQ J
The above expression can be written in a recursive fashion, as stated in (2.39),
d2u(v) (E,Q - Eo, Q0)
dQdE -422 J dQv jdE,_lEv1 _l47r2h2 . I
d2o(l)(E, Q + E-1, QL-l) d2 (v-1 y) (E l, Q_ +- Eo, Qo)
X --------__dQdE
(B.6)
(B.7)dQvldEv 1
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(B.5)
ki) d 2&(1(' (k t ki) (13.4) (sa
Appendix C
Density of States
C.1 Two-particle Density of States
In this appendix we show how the density of states of a two continuum particle
system can be expressed in terms of single-particle densities of particles comprising
the system. The most important ingredient in the derivation of our result is that
the energy of each of the continuum particles is fixed, one at Ek and the other one
at EK. In order to express the number of two particle states in an energy interval
p2P(Ek, EK)AE in terms of p(Ek)/L E and P(EK)AE to the lowest order in AE we
use the fact that energy AE is distributed between the two particle in an arbitrary
way:
Ek+AE fEk+EK+AE-E'
P2p(Ek, EK)AE = dE' IE dE" p(E') p(E") (C.1)Jk J K
If the energy interval AE is small enough, so that p, does not vary appreciably
over it then in the region of integration specified in the above equation, we can
approximate p(E') and p(E") by p(Ek) and p(EK), respectively. Thus we obtain:
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P2p(Ek, EI) E = p(Ek) p(EK) E
k+AE
(C.2)Ek+EK+AE-E'
JEK
= p(Ek) p(EK) Ek+AEJEk dE'(Ek + AE - E')
Ek
= p(Ek) p(EK){(Ek + AE)AE - I[(Ek + AE) 2 - Ek]}
= p(Ek) r(EK)(AE)22
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(C.3)
dE"
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